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Ode on an Anasazi Jar
WILLIAM HENRY HOLMES AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY
OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Kevin

J. Femlund

I I Tilliam Henry Holmes was born in 1846 on a farm near Cadiz in eastern
VV Ohio. He would become perhaps this country's greatest topographical artist. In 1872., Holmes's talent took him to the newly designated Yellowstone National Park as an artist and geologist participating in Ferdinand V.
Hayden's monumental survey of the western territories. Holmes later rendered scenes of the American West from the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. His genius was drawing western
landscapes in scientific as well as aesthetic terms that are as fresh and vital
today as they were a hundred years ago. The result of his efforts is an unrivaled opus of documentary art that is scattered throughout numerous reports
of the federal surveys. His masterpiece, the triptych of Point Sublime, appeared in the folio-sized atlas accompanying Clarence E. Dutton's geologic
classic, Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District (1882.).
Holmes was virtually without peer in his ability to synthesize documentation and embellishment in art. In 1884, as head of the United States Geological Survey's division of illustrations, Holmes instituted a new set of principles
for scientific illustration. He declared: "Illustrations were no longer to be
treated chiefly as a means of embellishment; they are expected to express facts
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This article is adapted from his book William Henry Holmes and the Rediscovery of the American West (University of New Mexico Press,
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with a clearness and accuracy not surpassed by the language of the letter
press."! Thus, Holmes worked out-in a little known statement of government policy-the often-ambiguous relationship between "documentation"
and "embellishment" that had characterized so much ofthe art of the American frontier since the surveys of the early nineteenth century.
Holmes was not only a great artist; he was also a brilJiant scientist. In 1873,
Hayden's survey turned from the exploration ofYellowstone National Park to
the mapping of the Colorado Rockies, including the fabled Mount of the
Holy Cross. Four years later, this fieldwork resulted in the publication of the
Geological and Geographical Atlas of Colorado. Holmes deserves much of
the credit for the aesthetic brilJiance of this cartographic masterpiece. He had
proven himself a more-than-able student of geology during the 1872 survey
ofYellowstone National Park and conducted topographical as well as geological surveys while mapping Colorado. He went on to discover a new type of
mountain-a domelike bulge (called a lacolith) caused by the intrusion of
igneous matter -in southeastern Utah's Sierra Abajo or Blue Mountains.
As a member of the Hayden survey, Holmes also began to investigate the
many Indian ruins located in southwestern Colorado. This is the point in
Holmes's biography that is of interest to us here, for the goal of this article is
to tell the story of Holmes's archaeological exploration whose significance to
Colorado, New Mexico, and the surrounding region has not been.appreciated. Simply put, Holmes made a compelling case that ancestors of the contemporary Pueblo peoples, not some mysterious race or people, built the
famous cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde. It would be hard to overstate the importance of this scientific achievement. Holmes's discovery, in short, connected the contemporary peoples ofthe region with an exotic, romantic, and
civilized past. But this excavated history proved impossible to assimilate into
the narrowly constructed narratives that would soon be fashioned by nationalist historians, such as Frederick Jackson Turner and Theodore Roosevelt.
Moreover, the limitations ofAmerican history were culturally no less significant than the new cultural horizons suggested by Holmes's archaeology. This
spectacular interdisciplinary failure - amidst otherwise so much intense disciplinary and professional creativity-would retard for decades the Southwest's rnodern cultural development and sense of regional identity.
Starting in 1889, Holmes worked tirelessly to ensure that the debate over
the antiquity of humans in the Americas was grounded on rigorous standards
of evidence. In addition to Holmes's numerous theoretical and methodological contributions to geology, cartography, archaeology, anthropology, as well
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1878
(Photograph courtesy Smithsonian Institution Archives,
George P. Merrill Collection, Record Unit 7177.)

WILLIAM HENRY HOLMES,

as preservation and museum exhibition, he devoted much of his career to the
transformation of these sciences from patrician concerns and amateur diversions into the professional disciplines that they are today. Indeed, Holmes's
Origin and Development of Form and Ornament in Ceramic Art (1886),

Natural History of Flaked Stone Implements (1894), Archaeological Studies
among the Ancient Cities of Mexico (1895-1897), Stone Implements of the
Potomac-Chesapeake Tidewater Province (1897), and Aboriginal Pottery ofthe
Eastern United States (1903) served as high mountain stations for American
archaeologists and anthropologists who were triangulating maps of their new
and respective disciplines.
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Lastly, for many years, Holmes served as an administrator at the Smithsonian Institution in a number of capacities that included chief of the Bureau
of American Ethnology and director of the Smithsonian's newly founded
National GalleryofArt. He died in 1933 in Royal Oak, Michigan, at the home
of one of his two sons. Thus, he left this world as he came into it, in the comfort of family.2

Ghosts
In 1874, while Holmes was uncovering the geologic structure of the Elk
Mountains in western Colorado, William Henry Jackson, Hayden's great
landscape photographer, was discovering and photographing the exotic ruins of Mancos Canyon, which cuts through the middle, of Mesa Verde in
southwestern Colorado. Hayden understood at once the scientific interest,
to say nothing of the publicity value, of a lost civilization in the American
Southwest. The find might even rival, in national attention, the wonders of
Yellowstone. In the overlapping worlds of scientific exploration and frontier
mythology, the Mancos Canyon find was the story of Cfbola all over again,
but this time great cities did await discovery. Cities long since abandoned lay
half buried under the shifting sands of the desert or perched precariously
high up on the side ofsandstone cliffs, salmon-colored and streaked with long
black stains. These cities were. indeed filled with treasures but not the kind
Coronado had coveted. In the romantic age of Heinrich Schliemann archaeology, America, too, possessed her own unexcavated Troys, but in the Americas the new archaeologists, instead of the poets of old, would write the Wads
and Odysseys of the New World.
Thus, Holmes found himself in the right place at the right time. Already
preparing to conduct a geological survey of southwestern Colorado, his operation would be altered in light ofJackson's discovery. Hayden gave Holmes
the additional job of"making examinations of such ancient remains as might
be included in the [San Juan] district surveyed," a charge Holmes welcomed
as a "very agreeable task" and one he enthusiastically carried out over the
next two seasons. 3 Holmes knew that this assignment was a great professional
opportunity. Already a distinguished field artist and geologist, Holmes
launched himself on yet another career, this time as an ar'chaeologist. 4
Holmes's approach to the exploration of the open-site ruins, cliff dwellings, and gravesites in the San Juan district was thorough and systematic.
Although his friend Jackson relied mainly on his guide and luck, of which
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Jackson seemed to have plenty, Holmes rode down all major lines of drainage
in the region, checking off each one in turn. He began with the ruins on the
Rio La Plata and eventually visited those of the Rio San Juan, the Rio Mancos,
McElmo Creek, Aztec Creek, the south bend ofthe Rio Dolores, Hovenweep
Creek, Montezuma Creek, and lesser water courses, including Caliente Creek
in New Mexico. Given the time constraints, demands ofthe geological survey,
Indian unrest, complex terrain, and size of the country, Holmes reluctantly
rode past numerous ruins without stopping. Many more escaped his notice
entirely, such as the great Cliff Palace, which cowboys Charlie Mason and
Richard Wetherill spotted in 1888 while rounding up strays.5
Drawing on his observations, collections, pen drawings, maps, and measurements made during the summers of 1875 and 1876, Holmes prepared his report
on the pueblo ruins of the San Juan country. For background information, he
turned to the antebellum work ofLt. James H. Simpson and Dr. John Strong
Newberry.6 In 1849 Simpson examined the ruins of Chaco Canyon, which lay
south of the San Juan River in northwestern New Mexico. Employed by the
Simpson survey was expeditionary artist Richard H. Kern. 7 Together, they
briefly documented the long-abandoned structures and, in the shade of the
stone walls, speculated on the original appearance of the lost cities. s Ten years
later, Newberry served as geologist on Capt. John N. Macomb's expedition that
vainly attempted, in the wake of the Mormon War, to find a southern supply
route through southeastern Utah's rugged canyon country. During the survey
Newberry passed by Mesa Verde and described the ruins that he observed in
the region. 9
Besides the work of Simpson and Newberry as well as the 1874 report of
Jackson (published in 1876), Holmes studied other sources in American archaeology, from the army engineer reports to Ephraim George Squire and
Edwin H. Davis's famous study, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley (1848). While wintering in Washington, D.C., Holmes also took advantage of resources in the National Museum where he was able to compare the
artifacts that he had gathered with other southwestern collections. He found
Edward Palmer's pottery collection from the Virgin River Valley near Saint
George, Utah, particularly useful in suggesting that a large, uniform cultural
area at one time existed in the Southwest. IO Later, archaeologists would identifYthree major horticultural traditions in the Southwest: the Mogollon, Hohokam, and Anasazi, or the ancestral Pueblo Indians. The Anasazi, a people
whom Holmes called the cliff builders, occupied the Four Corners region
with the Rio San Juan anchoring the center, the Virgin River defining the
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western limit, and the Pecos River marking the eastern boundary. In short,
Holmes had immersed himself in the relevant literature before publishing
the results of his archaeological survey. His final report appeared in 1878 as
part of Hayden's Tenth Annual Report.
On the basis of Holmes's archaeological investigations, he found that the
pre-Columbian ruins of the San Juan country fell into three categories: "(1)
lowland or agricultural settlements; (2) cave dwellings; and (3) cliff-houses or
fortresses."ll These classifications added analytical depth to the term ruin and
provided the first interpretive framework for the study of a civilization that
had seemingly evaporated into the pellucid desert air. Holmes illustrated,
through his prose and art, each of these three categories by closely examining a representative group of ruins. Of special note was the work that he did
on the cave dwellings and round towers along the San Juan and the cliff
houses in Mancos Canyon. According to archaeologist Alfred Vincent Kidder, Holmes's keen observations among the San Juan sites made a singular
contribution to the field of North American archaeology.12
To the great and fascinating question of who built and occupied the ancient
pueblos, Holmes -like Simpson, Newberry, and Jackson before him - offered
an answer. In approaching the mystery, each man used the process of elimination, and each concluded that the current possessors ofthe land - the Navajos,
Utes, and Paiutes - were "totally distinct," in Holmes's words, from the former
"civilized" tenants. These contemporary inhabitants were "nomadic savages"
incapable ofthe technological development and social organization necessary
to have supported the area's once "numerous population." Holmes bluntly
stated that the cliff builders were "in many ways superior" to the present-day
inhabitants of the area and thus bore no relation to themY
If the modern Indians of the San Juan area did not build the ancient
pueblos, the question remained as to who did. Here a consensus was slower
to develop. In fact, two schools ofthought-the Aztec and Pueblo schoolsformed over this question early on. Simpson accepted the local beliefthat the
Aztecs had built the ruins "when they were on their way from the north towards the south; that after living here and in the vicinity for a while, they
dispersed, some of them going east and settling on the Rio Grande, and others south into Old Mexico."14
In a sense, just the opposite is argued today, that is, cultural diffusion radiated northward, although the extent of Mesoamerican influences on the
Anasazi remains a topic oflively debate. Simpson had based his view in part
on the oral accounts oflocal Mexicans as well as those of Pueblo and Navajo

HIGH TOWER RIO MANCOS

(Plate XXXIV from Holmes, "Report on the Ancient Ruins of Southwestern
Colorado, Examined During the Summers of 1875 and 1876," in Hayden, Tenth
Annual Report, opposite p. 392.)
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Indians, consulting with Hosta, the governor of Jemez Pueblo; Sandoval, a
Navajo chief; and Rafael Carravahal, a Mexican who served as his guide.
Regardless of the views of modern archaeologists, who attribute the construction of the area's ancient cities to the ancestral Puebloans, it is important to
note the acceptance of the Aztec origins of the ruins on the part of at least
some of the native inhabitants of the Four Corners region, for the idea evidently served to unite them in a common belief of brotherhood. Sandoval,
for example, told Simpson that the ruins had been "built by Mo~tezuma ...
[and] that the Navajos and all the other Indians were once one people, and
lived in the vicinity of the Silver Mountain ... [and] that the Pueblo Indians
separated from them, (the Navajos,) and built towns on the Rio Grande and
its tributaries." Sandoval's explanation notwithstanding, Anasazi is a term
meaning "enemy ancestors" or "ancient ones."Simpson also referred to Alexander von Humboldt as a source for his conciusions. 15 Simpson's interpretation had an undeniable logic to it, and in the late 1960s several Chicano
writers resuscitated a variation of this old idea in the "myth of Aztlan."16
Simpson's artist, Richard H. Kern, doubted the Aztec hypothesis. With
the trained eye of his profession, he noted that there "can be no doubt [that
the Chaco pueblo was erected] by a race living here in long past ages-Its
style is so different from anything Spanish & so similar to all the Indian
Pueblos."17 Likewise, another antebellum government scientist, Lt. William
H. Emory of the Corps of Topographical Engineers, also took issue with the
Aztec hypothesis and argued that the modern Puebloans had built the ancient ruins of the Southwest. ls During his expedition to the Four Corners,
Newberry arrived independently at the same conclusion. He opined that the
former inhabitants of the ruins were "Pueblo Indians." Perhaps thinking in
terms of uniformitarian theory, which posits that past geologic events are
caused by processes seen to be at work in the present, he argued that the
ancestors of the modern Pueblos must have been like the modern Pueblos,
namely, "peaceful, industrious, and agricultural."19
Holmes's own investigations led him past Simpson and straight to the
Kern, Emory, and Newberry camp. The evidence supported a far less imaginative explanation than what Simpson had advanced for the origins of the
ancient ruins. His geology also informed by uniformitarian theory, Holmes
soon applied its analytical tools to the archaeology of the area. Thus, he too
concluded, "The ancient peoples of the San Juan country were doubtless the
ancestors of the present pueblo tribes of New Mexico and Arizona."zo His
views, which are still largely accepted, ran contrary to those of scholars such
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as Frederick W. Putnam of Harvard's Peabody Museum ofAmerican Archaeology and Ethnology who favored a southern-origins hypothesis for the builders of the ancient pueblos. In a letter sent to Holmes before he published his
report on the ruins, Putnam wrote:
I am as yet not at all satisfied with [your] theory regarding the ancient
ruins of Col[orado] and I hope you will be able to get more information from them and clear up the question .... The more I find out
about the ruins the more I am convinced that we must look to the
south for their origin. 2!
In 1928 Edgar L. Hewett, head of the School of American Research in
Santa Fe, looked back on the compelling evidence Holmes marshaled in
support of his argument. Also a good friend, Hewett called Holmes "the
founder of the science" of southwestern archaeology, a patriarchal honor
usually bestowed upon Holmes's contemporary, Adolph Francis Alphonse
Bandelier. Indeed, Hewett is worth quoting at length on this point:
[Holmes] prepared the way through his geological studies in the
Southwest and then proceeded with his masterly interpretations of the
remains left by man. He wiped out the mythical ideas of "Vanished
Races," demonstrating that the ancient cliff dwellers were the Pueblo
Indians of the centuries preceeding [sic] the European occupation. We
owe it to him that students of man now concede that the archaeology
of the American Southwest is mainly the early history of the Pueblo
Indians. 22
Philadelphia, 1876
Holmes found further evidence for his uniformitarian views in the "comparison of the ancient with the modern architecture and a consideration of the
geographical relations of the ancient and modern pueblos."23 Holmes did not
cite his sources for or elaborate on the similarities that he found between
Anasazi and Pueblo building styles in his report of 1875 and 1876. He appare~tly believed that the point had already been so well made at the International Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia that any further mention of it
would have seemed too obvious to belabor. 24 With the help of several assistants, Holmes and his good friend and collaborator, William Henry Jackson,
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took six months to construct models of the architecture and the accompanying details, such as miniature pottery and utensils. Each of these plaster casts
was painted in oil to look lifelike, and at least one included figurine aborigines engaged in carrying water, making pottery, and performing other routine
tasks. The models proved to be an enormously successful and popular experiment in scientific illustration. Jackson recalled with pride that the models
"attracted more attention" at the Centennial Exhibition "than the many
photographs and all the rocks and relics of Dr. Hayden's career. [The exhibit]
drew almost as many visitors as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell's improbable
telephone."15 Clearly, science exhibitions could educate as well as entertain.
Not forgetting geology, Holmes also prepared a pair of thematic models
depicting the Elk Mountains, which had been the object of his previous
work. These two scale models dramatized the different perspectives oftopography and geology, respectively. In the first model, Holmes shaped the lay of
the land into bold relief and marked the geological formations through the
use of color. His second model exposed the internal structure of the range by
dividing it into sections. 26
Of the four models of Indian ruins placed on exhibit in Philadelphia,
Holmes was directly responsible for the model of the Two Story Cliff House
located in Mancos Canyon and another of Great Triple Walled Tower
found near present-day Hovenweep. The Mancos cliff-house model stood
forty-six inches high and twenty-eight inches wide and was constructed at a
scale of two feet to the inch. The model represented a stone building that was
anchored to a ledge seven hundred feet above the valley floor and two hundred feet under an overhanging bluff. Holmes's model of the Great Triple
Walled Tower, on the other hand, served to correct the general impression
that all of the ruins of southwestern Colorado were depended from sides of
high canyon walls. This model, built at a scale of four feet to the inch, represented a round tower that was forty-two feet in diameter and twelve feet in
height. The inner tower enclosed an estufa or kiva (a ceremonial chamber
that served as the center of the Anasazi's "superstitious" life) and loomed
above a hundred or so crumbling apartments, all of which overlooked
McElmo Creek. 27 In common with other modern pueblos to the south and
west, such as the sky cities of Acoma or Walpi, this once prosperous village
was situated on a mesa high above the surrounding plain, standing like a
castle atop a cloud.
Jackson was in charge of building the other two models of Indian ruins.
He chose to represent a "cave town," a group of ruins tucked away under the
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lip of a three-hundred-foot bluff and located in the lower reaches of Canyon
de Chelly. The other model was a "reconstruction" of the same cave town.
He installed steps in the rock, wooden ladders, roofs that doubled as terraces
for the next tier of apartments, and figurine aborigines in natural poses. 28 Jackson's reconstruction bore a strong resemblance to the Hopi pueblos, which
he knew well, and served to support Holmes's contention that the Anasazi
were the ancestors of the living Puebloans. Jackson was so pleased with the
immense popularity of the Indian exhibit that after the Centennial he built
several other models, including representations ofTewa and Taos pueblos.
Given the wide demand, Jackson's models (and presumably the two Holmes
made) were shown in museums all over the world. 29
Since Titian R. Peale and Samuel Seymour had accompanied the Long
expedition to the Rocky Mountains, scientific illustration of the West had
been largely limited to two-dimensional pictorial images. At the Centennial
Exhibition in Philadelphia, however, Holmes and Jackson broke new ground
with their scale models. Moreover, these three-dimensional representations
made to scale marked an important step toward Holmes's creation oflife-size,
realistic, and free-standing dioramas that he unveiled to the public two decades later. Appropriately, the first of these dioramas or "ethnic lay figure
groups," which portrayed the quarry methods of Native Americans, was exhibited at another fair-the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893.30
At the Indian exhibit in Philadelphia, thousands had the opportunity for
the first time to compare-even as they read the shocking news that the Sioux
and Cheyenne had annihilated Lieutenant Colonel Custer and his men of
the Seventh Cavalry at a site on the Little Big Horn River-the photographs
(and positives on glass) of the modern and ancient pueblos by Jackson and
John K. Hillers, who served as photographer on John Wesley Powell's Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region. Visitors
could also go beyond these two-dimensional representations to inspect the
attractive scale models offour ancient ruins, which distinctly resembled their
modern counterparts.
Ironically, as Americans in Philadelphia were learning about the lifeways
of the Pueblos, the U.S. Army was engaged in destruction of the horse and
hunting culture of the Plains tribes and the southwestern Apaches. In fact,
Holmes's archaeological work among the ruins in the Four Corners region,
along with John Wesley Powell's ethnological studies in the canyon country
to the west, presaged a new role for the federal government to play in Indian
affairs. Until the 1870s, the federal government confined its involvement with
Native Americans to implementing the various policies of assimilation and
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removal, both of which often led to tragic results. Now, with the Indian wars
on the High Plains and elsewhere along the western frontier at their peak but
their conclusion never in doubt, the federal government, under Powell's growing leadership, began to turn to the scientific study of its former enemies and
the civilizations thatthey and their ancestors had left behind. In 1879, Congress
created the Bureau of American Ethnology (initially the Bureau of Ethnology) to plan and execute federal anthropology and made Powell its director.
Holmes was at the center of this policy change and would succeed Powell at
its head in 1902.

The Two Horsemen of the Apocalypse
Holmes's views on the identity ofthe cliffbuilders were eventually accepted by
the emerging anthropological profession. In fact, giving questions of popular
interest a scientific basis was an important part of the process of professionalization that the sciences and social sciences underwent in the late nineteenth
century. But the question of why the Anasazi abandoned much of their territory to withdraw southward to the present sites of the Hopi Mesas, the Zuni
River, and the Rio Grande basin remains something of a mystery. Newberry
and Holmes put forward two theories that have enjoyed, modifications notwithstanding, considerable staying power. Newberry argued that the climate had
deteriorated, whereas Holmes and Jackson believed that a catastrophic war had
driven the ancestral Puebloans southward.
Holmes proposed as evidence of this latter theory the Battle Rock of
McElmo Canyon, due north ofthe Sleeping Ute Mountains. On passing this
butte late in July of 1875, Holmes recorded in his field notes that "Battle
Rock" was ."said by tradition to be the site of the last battle between the Ancient Moquis [the Hopi] and the encroaching Utes."31 Holmes had learned
of the Battle Rock legend from an elderly Hopi man through the agency of
Jackson's amiable guide and friend Capt. John Moss. Jackson, who was as
interested in the source of legends as the legends themselves, visited Battle
Rock and described it this way: "The bare floor of nearly white sandstone,
upon which the butte stands, is stained in gory streaks and blotches by the
action of an iron constituent in the rocks of another portion of the adjoining
bluffs, and this feature probably gave rise to the legend."'2 In terms of Native
American history, Battle Rock is a significant place whether the geology gave
rise to myth or myth gave meaning to the site. In any event, Holmes believed
that the legend had more than a particle of truth to it.
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Newberry arrived at his climatic theory after traveling through the Four
Corners region in 1859. He argued:
The surrounding country contains very little animal life, and almost
none of it is now cultivable. It is 7,000 feet in altitude, intensely cold in
the winter, and very dry throughout the year. ... The arroyos, through
which streams seem to have once flowed, are now dry.... At first sight
the difficulties in the way of obtaining a supply of water for any
considerable population at this point would seem unsurmountable,
and the readiest solution of the problem would be to infer a change of
climate, by which this region was made uninhabitable.
Exercising scientific caution, Newberry warned: "Such a conclusion is not
necessary . .. for the skill and industry of the ancient inhabitants of the arid
table-lands ofNew Mexico and Arizona achieved wonders in the way of procuring a supply of water."ll
Holmes read closely Newberry's report but strongly disagreed with the
argument "that the climate has grown less moist since the ancient occupation."l4 Holmes's objections, it should be noted, were made after the Civil
War during a period of unusually wet years. This modern climatic change or
cycle may well have accounted for Holmes's observations that the majority
of the San Juan ruins were located near "running streams, or by springs that
furnish a plentiful supply of water during the greater part of the year." Holmes
added that the Four Corners region was "by no means an entire desert" -that
in fact, "a considerable area of rich tillable land" existed there. l5 The land
evidently had come to life since Newberry rode through it nineteen years
before, although even today some of the northern valleys of the San Juan are
no less arable than the lands to which the Anasazi retreated. l6
Ideological factors may have also shaped Holmes's views on the subject of
climatic change. His superior, Ferdinand Hayden, was one of the leading
proponents of the "Rain follows the Plow" theory,l? an idea that eventually
would be bitterly discredited, but in the meantime Hayden held firm in his
belief that the Great American Desert could be made "to blossom as the
rose." Hayden had a plan to accomplish this mighty imperial feat. In 1871, he
wrote that the planting of ten or fifteen acres of forest trees on each quartersection will "have a most important effect on the climate, equalizing and
increasing the moisture and adding greatly to the fertility of the soil."l8
Clearly, Newberry's climatic theory, which was not published until 1876, was
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directly at odds with Hayden's beliefs and now those of thousands of farmers
preparing to invade the lands beyond the hundredth meridian. The prospect
that a large civilization, based on agriculture, perished in the Four Corners
region for want of rainfall was about as welcome in the West as John Wesley
Powell's Report on the Lands of the Arid Region of the United States, with a
More Detailed Account of the Lands of Utah (1878). According to environmental historian Donald Worster, Powell's study was "a model of ecological
realism in an unsympathetic age of unbounded expectations."39
Far less disquieting to the West's boosters was Holmes's theory on what
befell the Anasazi. He was impressed by the defensive appearance of many
pueblos, especially the cliff dwellings. In his mind's eye, Holmes saw that the
ancestral Pueblos, "a disheartened and desperate people," were forced to flee
their homes after years of fighting and an apocalyptic battle with presumably
the area's present nomads. 40 One result of this view was that it placed the
"nomadic Indians" of the area-the Navajo, Paiute, and Ute-in double
jeopardy. Now, they were tried twice for being barbarians or savages: first,
when they overthrew the civilized Anasazi; and second, when they resisted
the embrace of the civilized Americans. Holmes's explanation also had the
advantage of accounting for the remote and hard-to-reach ruins, which were
physically separated from fields and sources of water. 4! Such defensive behavior, Holmes suggested, would make little sense in the face of a climate that
was growing steadily drier.
Living in an age that saw the West as superabundant in resources and optimism, Holmes never considered that a climatic change may have led to
fierce competition, if not outright civil war, among the Anasazi for the remaining arable land. This dark interpretation has an almost morbid appeal
among the Jeremiahs in today's West, as the region struggles with the mounting costs of growth and diminishing resources. Recently, the archaeologist
Christy Turner II has advanced yet another view, that cannibalism and other
terrors led to the disintegration of Anasazi society.42

In support of this catastrophic-war theory, Holmes used his knowledge of
geology to study the age of the cliff dwellings. According to the logic of protracted war, they were last of the three types of structures (the other two were
lowland or agricultural settlements and cave dwellings) built by the Anasazi.
At a dangerously perched cliff house in Mancos Canyon, Holmes noted that
the foundations of the structure were "laid upon and cemented to the sloping and over hanging faces of the ledge." Since the sandstone to which the
structure was attached was "coarse and soft, and hence easily disintegrated"
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(in fact, one of the buttresses had fallen off) and the sandstone was fully exposed to the elements, Holmes concluded that the conditions were close to
ideal in determining the relative age of the building, and, by extrapolation,
the age of other buildings of its type. He found:
that since the construction of these foundations no perceptible change
has taken place; the thickness of a sheet of paper has hardly been
washed away from the surface of the rock, and the mortar, which is of
almost equal firmness with the rock, lies upon it as if placed there
within a dozen years, and the appearance of the plaster on the outer
wall, although somewhat cracked and broken off, does not add greatly
to our impressions of their antiquity.43
Using these same geological methods, which were in themselves a significant contribution to early American archaeology, Holmes observed at another site-the cave dwellings on the San Juan-that the period of time
between the first human habitation and the present "would certainly not be
inconsiderable."44 This conclusion provided support for the catastrophic-war
theory, for it did suggest a relatively recent construction of the cliff houses,
although the cave dwellings and the nearby round towers, like the cliff
houses, Holmes believed, may have also served a largely defensive purpose. 45

Ode on an Anasazi Jar
What fascinated Holmes about the cliff dwellers, however, was not the sense
of disaster that befell them but the success of their artistic efforts. Much of his
report was devoted to their pottery and the lively, fanciful, incomprehensible,
and mysterious pictographs and petroglyphs with which they had adorned
the many different types of rock features of the San Juan area. The rock art
and pottery of the Anasazi revealed that, whatever might have ultimately happened to these people, they once possessed a vibrant cultural life. Holmes
found in these forms of expression examples of "primitive" art, which were
"valuable to the historian as records of the grade of civilization reached by the
tribes who executed them."46 According to this view, art, like rock strata,
could be given meaning by applying the geological principle of superposition, which holds that older rock strata lie beneath younger strata.
Holmes began what would be a long career in American antiquities by
studying rock inscriptions in the San Juan Valley. Without a Rosetta stone,

SOUTHWESTERN PICTOGRAPHS

(Plate XLII from Holmes, "Report on the Ancient Ruins of Southwestern Colorado,
Examined During the Summers of 1875 and 1876," in Hayden, Tenth Annual
Report, opposite p. 401.)
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he saw that the attempt to decipher the rock art, as written language, was pointless and passed over the hieroglyphical problem to address the questions of
attribution and relative dating, areas of inquiry in which he succeeded in making a real contribution. 47 Holmes thought it was fairly evident that the cliff
builders or dwellers were the ones who produced much ofthe region's rock art.
He cited the obvious concurrence ofthe inscriptions to the cliff dwellings and
along routes and in places the cliff dwellers would have frequented. Holmes
made his case stronger with the observation that the pictographs he found in
close proximity to a group of ruins in Mancos Canyon were painted with the
same clay that the cliff dwellers used as building material. His best evidence,
however, was that some ofthe rock figures closely resembled designs found on
Anasazi pottery.48
Turning to the problem of dating, Holmes was able to establish by two
means that the Anasazi rock art was inscribed prior to the coming of the
Spaniards. The first indication of pre-Columbian age was the condition of
the figures. New figures could be distinguished by the "freshness of the chipped surfaces," whereas the dark stains or patina, which gives the appearance
of great antiquity, marked older figures. The second means involved looking
for signs of the Columbian exchange, notably the horse. Holmes observed,

"It will readily be seen that among all the figures given of the ancient work
there is no animal that resembles a horse, and we can hardly suppose that
artists who could so cleverly delineate birds and deer and men, would fail in .
an attempt to represent an animal ofso marked a character." Significantly, on
a relatively modern inscription "done in the manner of the Navajoes [sic],"
Holmes did find a representation of a horse, which he used as a dividing point
between two eras. 49
Of all the artifacts Holmes found in the Mesa Verde area-arrowheads,
skin scrapers, rush matting, bundles of sticks, metates, stone axes, ear ornaments, pierced marine shells-the potsherds, besides the pictographs and
petroglyphs, proved the most useful in piecing together the history of art
among the ancient Puebloans. In the first place, potsherds were far more
numerous than any other kind of artifact, offering the kind of sample base
necessary to form meaningful generalizations. Holmes was amazed that near
the foot of Mancos Canyon he could collect in an area "10 feet square ...
fragments of fifty-five vessels." Moreover, Holmes was so impressed by the
ornamental designs on the pottery that he briefly succumbed to a bout of
ethnocentrism and wondered whether these people had not somehow come
"in contact with Europeans" or were somehow "influenced" by them. After

SOUTHWESTERN ARTIFACTS

(Plate XLVI from Holmes, "Report on the Ancient Ruins of Southwestern
Colorado, Examined During the Summers of 1875 and 1876," in Hayden, Tenth
Annual Report, opposite p. 407.)
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studying the evidence, however, he was forced to conclude that the Anasazi
had developed quite independently their own "art-ideas."5o
Putting the question of outside influences aside, Holmes went on to compare Anasazi pottery with that of the modern Puebloans. His analysis showed
the influences of the former on the latter and made a strong case for the
existence of continuity between the two peoples. Unfortunately, he offered
no· more support for this relationship than he did for the above-mentioned
architectural comparison. His detailed illustrations and long descriptions'
accompanying them were only of Anasazi pottery and not of the modern
counterparts. But Holmes's report on the cliff dwellings indicated that he had
spent time, whether in the field or in the Hayden survey's Washington offices,
carefully comparing the pottery of the Anasazi's descendants with that of the
Anasazi themselves. Based on this work, he opined:
The pottery of the ancient tribes of the San Juan Valley is undoubtedly
superior in many respects to that of the town-building tribes of to-day.
It is especially superior in composition and surface-finish. In form and
ornamentation it does not compare well with the highly artistic wares
of the Moquois [sic] and Zunis. There is great similarity, however, in
every respect, and the differences do not seem greater than could be
expected in the manufactures of the same people at periods separated
by a few generations, or even of related tribes of the same time
surrounded by different physical features or by different neighbors. 51
Implicit in this passage was Holmes's view that the ancient Puebloans had
left their homes comparatively recently. The more romantically inclined
Jackson, on the other hand, liked to talk about "lost cities," conjecturing that
the ruins in the Mesa Verde area were "remnants of a civilization that had
died long before the first Spaniards arrived."52 On one occasion in his report
on the cliff dwellers, Holmes used such evocative language but only as a
means of deflating the romantic aura that some imagined the ruins to possess.
While working his way up Mancos Canyon, Holmes discovered:
In one place in particular ... as one from below views the ragged,
window-pierced crags ... he is unconsciously led to wonder if they are
not the ruins of some ancient castle, behind whose moldering walls are
hidden the dread secrets of a long-forgotten people; but a nearer
approach quickly dispels such fancies, for the windows prove to be only
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the door ways to shallow and irregular apartments, hardly sufficiently
commodious for a race of pigmies. 53
Continuing in the spirit of "science" rather than in that of "romance,"
Holmes concluded-wrongly as further research would indicate-that the
"final abandonment of the cliff and cave dwellings has occurred at a comparatively recent date, certainly subsequent to the Spanish conquest," ratFier
than "long before" the first Spanish entradas to the Southwest. 54 The Great
Migration from Mesa Verde, Kayenta, and Chaco Canyon probably occurred toward the end of the thirteenth century.55 Holmes's view that "the
differences," as quoted above, between Anasazi and Pueblo pottery "do not
seem greater than could be expected in the manufactures of the same people
at periods separated by a few generations" perfectly fit an interpretation of a
recent abandonment.
Holmes's sketches of rock art and pottery marked a departure from the
previous illustrations that he produced for Hayden and that had been exclusively on geological subjects. 56 Now he turned his artistic talents in the new
directions of archaeology and ethnography with equal facility and success.
This shift was more than a mechanical change in subject matter; it reflected
the deeper changes that the West was effecting in Holmes as an artist-scientist. Holmes had previously endeavored to capture the two sides of the West:
its geological complexity and scenic splendor. Indeed, the ease with which
Holmes could switch his attention from geological problems to aesthetic
concerns was remarkable. This capacity was clearly brought out in the following passage from his 1876 field journal:

In looking back up ... [San Miguel] Canon [sic] I noticed that the
upper 500 or 600 feet of strata were light colored and that the remainder
were dull red with a somewhat brighter band, yellow and red at the
junction-a contact.... The great range of the San Miguel as well as
the Sneffles group is trachytic with a base of cret[aceous] shales.
And then in the next sentence he abruptly switches from geology to aesthetics with the following observation: "From the east side of San Miguel Canon
[sic] I had one ofthe grandest and most enchanting landscapes possible. The
subject is worthy of the brush of Church or Moran."57
Whether from a scientific or artistic perspective, portraying the real West
in both word and image remained Holmes's single-minded ambition. But
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Holmes discovered that the West provided more than unparalleled opportunities to geologize and paint landscapes. As he ran his fingers over the
chipped and painted surfaces of ancient panels of rock art and picked up halfburied potsherds, he saw and felt that America's newest region also contained
the answers to some of the oldest philosophical questions, such as how did art,
in the broadest sense of the term, originate and develop. Holmes also realized
that this region's unbroken history, which dated back to pre-Columbian
times, presented students of anthropology with a relatively recent American
analogue to Old World antiquity. This discovery was significant, for it gave
universal rather than particular meaning to America's native peoples, especially to the Pueblo peoples of the Southwest. Interestingly enough, this new
appreciation adopted by the nation's nascent anthropology profession under
Holmes's leadership was all but lost on the American historical profession.
Indeed, by the end of the nineteenth century, historians had reduced the
first Americans to mere foils in their triumphant narratives of western expansion. In this respect, a growing disciplinary tribalism prevented a unity of
vision among American anthropologists and historians that persisted well
into the twentieth century. But while anthropologists and historians talked
past each other for decades-until finally their respective approaches were
more or less harmonized in what came to be called ethnohistory-Holmes's
work on the Hayden survey nevertheless established the starting point for
interpreting southwestern archaeology. This accomplishment would set
apart the region's past from the rest of the nation. It would also ultimately, if
unintentionally, for Holmes was himself an ardent nationalist, help expose
the Procrustean nature of grand historical narratives that depend solely on
the nation-state as a basis for analysis. The implications of these shortcomings, of course, have yet to be worked out in a satisfactory manner for the
history of the Southwest.
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From the Colorado to the Rio Grande
ACROSS ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO WITH
THE CALIFORNIA COLUMN

John P. Wilson

U

ntil 186 3 the Territory of New Mexico included all of the present-day
states of Arizona and New Mexico. The settled parts of this vast country
lay mostly along the Rio Grande, and anyone coming to New Mexico had to
cross long, sparsely populated stretches - 800 miles from Independence, Missouri, to Santa Fe; 859 miles between Los Angeles and the Rio Grande; and
some 700 miles from San Antonio, Texas, to Mesilla, New Mexico. All communications and transportation were by horse, stagecoach, or wagon train.
Despite their physical isolation, people in the territory kept abreast of the
news. As the southern states seceded in the early months of 1861, disaffected
army officers resigned their commissions and a vocal minority in southern
New Mexico agitated in favor of the South. The idea of joining New Mexico
with the Confederacy as a territory or state may have originated with Alexander M. Jackson, who had been appointed territorial secretary in 1858. Jackson outlined his proposal as early as February 1861 in a long letter to a fellow
Mississippian, who forwarded it to Jefferson Davis.!
In Santa Fe, Jackson obviously had contacts with other southern sympathizers such as Bvt. Maj. Henry Hopkins Sibley, who had come to New Mexico in
1860 with his regiment, the Second Dragoons. Sibley resigned his commission
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and left the territory at the end of May, heading straight for Richmond. There
he laid before Confederate president Jefferson Davis his own vision of organizing a brigade to seize New Mexico and eventually California. This plan
undoubtedly appealed to Davis's own notions of Confederate empire. 2
Commissioned a brigadier general, Sibley was charged with raising the
necessary troops for "the important duty of driving the Federal troops" from
New Mexico. Upon returning to Texas, he recruited three regiments of
mounted volunteers and drilled them until they became a reliable fighting
force. Beginning in late October 1861, they marched from San Antonio to El
Paso, where Sibley also assumed charge of the Confederate troops holding
southern New Mexico. In the meantime, Union Army headquarters in Washington, although not indifferent to Confederate intentions, expected Col.
Edward R. S. Canby to hold New Mexico with the regular army troops already there plus the volunteers he had authority to raise.
Brig. Gen. George Wright, Federal commander of the Department of
California, had other ideas. With the Central Overland Mail route already
secure, he proposed sending California volunteers under Col. James H.
Carleton to drive the invading Confederates outofNew Mexico and Arizona,
retake the military posts lost to them, and open the southern mail route again.
"And why should we continue to act on the defensive," wrote Wright, "with
Fort Yuma as our advanced post, when we have the power and will to drive
every rebel beyond the Rio Grande?") Wright's plan received official approval just two days after Brigadier General Sibley arrived at Fort Bliss and
assumed his command on 14 December 1861. Sibley's presence, if not his
intentions, were already well known. On the other hand, early March 1862
arrived before the southerners in New Mexico learned that an expeditionary
force from California was on the way.
During the winter of 1861-1862, Carleton organized the small army known
as the California Column. The unit grew to include the First California Volunteer Infantry, half of the Fifth California Volunteer Infantry, the First California Volunteer Cavalry, Company B of the Second California Volunteer
Cavalry, and a battery of the Third United States Artillery- about 2,35° men
in all. Unprecedented rains and storms obstructed their movement from
southern California, and by mid-March only three companies of the California Column had crossed the Colorado River at Fort Yuma. Other companies
took up the line of march from the Colorado intermittently from April
through July. On 1 April, Carleton wrote that time was everything; with the
hot weather so rapidly corning on, he could afford no delay at all.
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When the Column did set off from Fort Yuma, it moved east up the Gila
River in small units, one to several companies at a time followed by another
unit a day or so later, in order to avoid exhausting the water and forage supplies along the route. Altogether, some 1,760 officers and men crossed Arizona and New Mexico, most of them during the hottest months of the
summer. Eleven died en route from Apache attacks and other causes. 4
Two skirmishes with Confederate scouting parties-one at Stanwix Stahon (also called Grinnell's) on 17 March, and a more intense one at Picacho
Pass on 15 April-prompted serious delays in the California Column's advance. 5 The second encounter even led to a change in plans. Instead of
marching ninety-three miles from the Pima Villages on the Gila River south
to Tucson, the Column took a more roundabout route up the Gila to the
mouth of the San Pedro, up that river to old Fort Breckenridge, and from
there south to Tucson along the Canada del Oro. The first Union troops to
reach Tucson, Capt. Emil Fritz's company of the First Cavalry, galloped into
town in the early morning hours of 20 May but met no resistance. Confederate troops had already retreated.
A month later, Lt. Col. Edward E. Eyre led a two-company advance party
east from Tucson along the old Overland Mail Company route as far as Cooks
Spring in New Mexico. They left the road there and pushed on to the Rio
Grande at a point north of old Fort Thom. A day's ride downriver, however, the
Confederates in the Mesilla Valley had captured Carleton's expressman John
Jones during the evening of 20 June and learned from his interrogation that the
California troops were on their way. Colonel Eyre knew little about what kind
of resistance, if any, he could expect, but most of the rebels had already departed for Texas following their defeat at the Battle of Glorieta and a dismal
retreat. Sibley and his staffleft El Paso on 10 June, and Col. William Steele and
the last remnants of the Army of New Mexico abandoned the Mesilla Valley
on 8 July, four days after Eyre's men reached the Rio Grande. The only
southerners the California Column saw after Picacho Pass were occasional
deserters and the Texans' rearguard when Captain Fritz caught up with it in
order to arrange an exchange for Capt. William McCleave who was captured
four months earlier at the Pima Villages.
Histories of the Column include a Historical Society of New Mexico publication, entitled The California Column, which appeared in 1908 and was
probably written with assistance from surviving veterans. While still useful,
this work is heavily biographical. More recent accounts have made use of
contemporary official correspondence published in two volumes ofthe War
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of the Rebellion: Official Records series. 6 One writer crafted what his publisher termed a work of detailed, exhaustive scholarship about the California
Column. This account is unfortunately difficult both to locate and to read. 7
The most satisfactory recountings of the Column's expedition are those by
William Keleher and Aurora Hunt. s Their narrations expressed some ofwhat
the volunteers themselves felt: that their march across hundreds of miles of
desert landscapes in the hot summer months, with loss of only a few men and
animals en route and arriving ready to fight, was a tremendous accomplishment. The Union Army's general-in-chief, Henry Halleck, wrote, "It is one
of the most creditable marches on record."9
Daily or periodic journals kept by California Column participants can
lend a perspective more personal and detailed than that found in official
documents. In one such account, Eli Hazen listed the marches he made with
Company E of the First Infantry and included supplemental notes at six
points between Fort Yuma and the Rio Grande. lo Pvt. John Teal in Capt. John
Cremony's Company B of the Second Cavalry kept a diary while his unit
traveled with Carleton himself. Company B's passage from Fort Yuma to the
Rio Grande took more than three monthsY Sgt. George Hand's Company G
of the First Infantry was one of the last units to leave Fort Yuma (on 20 July
1862). Hand and his comrades marched as far as Tucson and continued on
to Mesilla only in December 12 Like official correspondence, the diaries of
these soldiers are contemporary records, but they lack the smooth narrative
that an experienced writer could bring.
Another type of primary source is the letters that news correspondents sent
back to the San Francisco Daily Alta California beginning in late April 1862.
These contemporary letters convey a sense of immediacy, of being there as
events unfolded. On 8 February 1862 Carleton clamped a news blackout on
the movement of two political prisoners, and that same day ,he asked Lt. Col.
Joseph West to stop all "newspaper writers" at his camp from commenting on
California Column movementsY Whether Carleton intended this order as
policy remains unclear, but signatories ofthe articles in California papers did
adopt pen names such as Dragoon, Vedette, N, Voltigeur, and Soldado. The
use of pen names was a widespread practice in the Column and the only
pseudonym thus far identified is Vedette, who was John C. Cremony.
What makes these newspaper letters uniquely valuable is that they were
written to be read by a wide audience, some even written by journalists in
uniform such as Cremony. They sometimes showed excess or dwelt upon
rumors and subjects no longer of interest, but the better accounts give LIS a
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much more vivid picture ofthe California Column's advance than either dry
official reports or diaries alone.
The Alta published thirty or so letters and most correspondents wrote
more than once (Vedette made six contributions). It might seem that one
could follow the California Column most easily by selecting the letters of a
single correspondent, but this practice only shows a limited perspective. The
letters' expressiveness varied greatly, and the writers sometimes included as
filler extraneous material such as comments on Mexican politics.
In the following arrangement of all or parts of four letters, the persons
marching with the Column tell their own story of this trek across the Southwest. I have chosen the best letter to describe each segment of the route.
Cremony's account of Captain McCleave's capture is the most colorful version. "Dragoon's" and "N's" narratives are better than Cremony's for other
segments. Nothing equals "N's" eyewitness description of Colonel Eyre's ride
from Tucson to the Rio Grande. Eyre wrote two reports of his own,14 and
although these agreed in essentials they lacked the details and literary quality of "N's" much longer account.
In the following pages, several of the California Column's members tell
of their journey across southern Arizona and New Mexico in their own
words. First names and occasional clarifications are enclosed in brackets.
Details that the official records and diarists downplayed or omitted, such as
the violence that accompanied the Confederate withdrawal, are largely confirmed in other letters to the Alta and in Confederate correspondence. 15 The
Californians turned a very long march into an adventure and the adventure
into an epic. That the overland journey turned out so well was universally
acknowledged to be the result of meticulous planning by the column's
leader, James H. Carleton, who was promoted from colonel to brigadier
general in late April 1862.
Letters from the Column

The following letter from Gen. [James H.] Carleton's column from California,
was received per Senator l6 on the 21 st , and although it treats occasionally on
matters already mentioned, we give itplace in our columns entire. -Eds. Alta.
Fort Barrett, Pima Villages, May 31 st [1862]
Editors Alta: Thinking you would like a few lines from this out-of-the way
portion of our great Republic, I undertake the task, surrounded by a bevy of
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wondering Indians, annoyed by a swarm of persevering flies, and enveloped
in a cloud of alkali dust. ...
Gen. Carleton left Fort Yuma on the 16 th [of May] and arrived here on the
24th . As the details of our march [over the hundred and eighty-odd miles from
Fort Yuma to this place] would be tedious, I will merely run over the road.
Our course lay to the eastward, directly up the south bank of the Gila River;
the intervening stations are Gila City, Mission Station, Filibuster Camp,
Antelope Peak, Mohawk Station, Lagoon Camp, Texas Hill, Grinnell's
Ranch, Grassy Camp, Berk's [BurbJ Station, Oatman Flat, Kenyon Station,
Shady Camp, Gila Bend, Desert Station, the Tank and Maricopa Wells.
Gila City is a collection of deserted huts, seventeen and a half miles from
Fort Yuma. The mines in the immediate vicinity have been abandoned in
consequence of better diggings being found on the Colorado, about one
hundred miles above. At this point, persons bound for the Colorado mines
cross the Gila.
At Antelope Peak we found several companies of infantry, [1St Lt. John B. ]
Shinn's Battery, and one company of cavalry temporarily encamped. Shinn's
Battery fired a salute of eleven guns on the arrival ofthe General. I ascended
the Peak, and had an extensive and I might say splendid view of the surrounding country. I could trace the bright sheen of the Gila in its winding course
for many miles above and below, coming as it were from the same source as
the rising sun and dispensing its blessings as it forces its way through the
barren desert, making glad the heart
of the traveler who chances to rest
upon its banks and quench his thirst
from its clear waters. Out from the immediate banks of the river, which are
fringed with green willows and cottonwoods, stretches the bleak desert, and
in the distance broken ranges of
mountains and solitary peaks, looking
like immense pyramids.
At the foot of the Peak and along
the river is the encampment, the
green bowers built by the soldiers to
protect them against the sun's heat,

BRIG. GEN. JAMES H. CARLETON
IN 1866
(Photo courtesy Palace of Governors,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.)
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running in regular rows and looking like the booths of a fair, alive with military life. This mountain produces a fine echo, and the sound of a bugle or
report of a gun is perfectly charming.
At [Henry W.] Grinnell's Ranch, the General and staff were treated to a
fine dinner by the gentlemanly proprietor. While lying at this point, Company B of the First Infantry threw up a very good fortification.
At Grassy Camp we found Capt. [Edward D.] Shirland encamped, recruiting his horses upon the fine wild millet found on the adjoining river flats.
A Dried Indian
Eight or ten miles this side of Grassy Camp we came to where the body of an
Indian was hanging to the limb of a dead tree. He was one of three killed out
ofa party, by a white man whom they had attacked. This body has been hanging over a year, and is in quite a state of preservation, the flesh having dried
upon the face and body and legs as far down as the knee, showing the character of the climate. The rope by which it is suspended has nearly rotted off.
As this ghastly figure swayed to and fro in the morning wind, I thought ittruly
a sad episode on the "human form divine."l?
Oatman Flat
Oatman Flat derives its name from the Oatman family who were murdered
there in 1851. A solitary grave, nicely enclosed with a rude head-board, bearing
this simple inscription, "The Oatman Family, 1851," marks the spot where their
remains were laid, imprinting a tale of horror on the mind of the traveler as he
looks around upon the desolate flat and the dark hills which encompass it. IS
Gila Bend
Up to Gila Bend our road lay for the most part along the river flats, and although not heavy for wagons, it is a most disagreeable one to the traveler on
account of the alkali dust. Here the river makes a sharp bend and the roads
strike out across the mesa forty miles to Maricopa Wells, without water but a
fine road. At the bend the valley widens, and is certainly one of the loveliest
valleys and richest tracts ofland I ever saw. At one time, the Overland Stage
Company had a station there, but the last person who kept the station (Capt.
[Jesse?] Sutton, an old frontiersman, with his family) was so annoyed and
harassed by the Apaches that he was finally compelled to leave, having been
attacked three times, his house set on fire and stock driven off. In the last
attack his son killed the chief. Quite a numerous tribe of the Apaches live in
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the mountain range on the opposite side of the river and seem to guard this
valley with jealous care, as it is a passage way on their route to Sonora. It is
said that the Maricopas once attempted to settle there, but were so harassed
by the Apaches that they had to give it up.

Talk with the Indians
At Maricopa Wells the principal chief of the Maricopas, accompanied by a
score of warriors, came to pay the General a visit. They presented a comical
appearance, half-civilized, half-barbarous, as they rode up to our camp on
their raw-boned ponies, dressed off in some United States uniforms given
them by order of the General; brass buttons and red paint, infantry dress coats
and bare legs, military caps and long hair.
Through a Spanish interpreter, they made known the burden of their
story. The chief wished an explanation of our political troubles, spoke of the
friendship of his people to the whites, of the late raid of the Apaches in which
two Pimos were killed, and of their having rifles while they (the Maricopas
and Pimos) had no rifles, and wound up by asking a gift from the General.
The General expressed his great pleasure at seeing them, acknowledged
their constant friendship, explained as best he could the nature of our political affairs, said he had heard of their late misfortune by the attack of the
Apaches, and that he had written to San Francisco to see ifhe could procure
one hundred rifles for them and the Pimos. [He] told them that he had also
sent for manta, flannel, and agricul tural implements, part ofwhich he would
give them and part exchange for wheat, corn, etc., and advised them to plant
abundantly. The General invited them to see him next day at the Fort. Next
day there was a general friendly talk with the combined Indian dignitariesPimo and Maricopa-virtually one and the same tribe, living and intermixing with one another.
Fort Barrett
Is so named after the gallant Lieutenant who was the first to fall in the defense
ofthe Union in this part ofour rebel infested Republic. It is situated in the heart
of the Pimo Villages, two miles from the river, out upon an open and barren
plain without a tree to shade or adorn the grounds: Some adobe buildings once
occupied by [Ammi] White serve as hospital and commissary, while fronting
the parade ground are several sheds for the accommodation of passing troops.
Around the building occupied as a hospital a fortification is being erected by
the troops, and promises to be a very substantial work when completed.
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Movement of Troops
Upon the arrival of the General, Colonel [Edward E.] Eyre was sent on to
Fort Stanford in command oftwo companies of cavalry. Major [Theodore A.]
Coult arrived with his command this evening, accompanied by Shinn's Battery. The General will, no doubt, move in a day or two. We will all be on the
Rio Grande in July at the farthest. Our troops chafe under restraint, fearing
that they will never get a chance at the rebels.
Difficulties Ahead
We are now in the midst of the dry season and the road between here and
Tucson is very destitute of water. The well at Blue Water Station had been
rendered useless in consequence of a man by the name of Ware, who had
been murdered by a Mexican some time since and thrown into the well.
Ware had considerable money with him and was once engaged in the service
of the Overland Stage Company. Lieut. Haryl9 has been sent forward with a
detachment to bailout the wells and dig them deeper.
Dragoon 20
Maricopa Wells, New Mexico, June 4 [1862]
Editors Alta: We reached this place yesterday morning, having made a
march of eighty miles in forty-eight hours. The Maricopa Wells, as the camp
ground is called, are located on an extensive alkaline plain covered with
short, horny, saltish grass, with a few mesquite trees here and there, just
enough to furnish a scanty shade from the scorching heat of mid-day. The
nearest Maricopa village [Hueso Parado] is about three miles distant and is
the first in a line of villages inhabited by the Maricopa and Pimo races, of
whom I will give you a short sketch, premising that my authority is Juan Jose,
the "Second Chief" of the Maricopas, who is a bright and intelligent Indian
and speaks Spanish well.
The Pimo and Maricopa Indians
"A hundred years ago," the Yumas, Cocopas, and Maricopas were all one
people, inhabiting the country from the mouth of the Colorado to its junction with the Gila. But, on account of some serious difficulty, the branch or
tribe now known as the Cocopas "seceshed" and setup on their own hook,
occupying the region at the mouth of the Colorado. This division was effected peaceably and with the consent of all parties. But the matter was altogether different when the Maricopa branch split off, for a most furious and
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never-ending war, waged with the bitterest hostility, was the immediate consequence. In the series of conflicts which ensued, the Maricopas were worsted and driven up the Gila year after year until they reached the Pimos, who
had been partly civilized by those irrepressible planters of civilization, the
Jesuit fathers.
On arriving here, a treaty was made between the two tribes, which has
been most faithfully kept to the present day. By the terms of this treaty, the
Maricopas were allowed to settle on Pimo territory, provided they cultivated
the land enough to insure the subsistence oftheir people and the consequent
safety of Pimo property. They furthermore bound themselves to assist the
Pimos in their wars and hold themselves responsible for the good conduct
and faith oftheir people, with full liberty to preserve their own laws, customs,
and habits, intermarry with the Pimos, and regulate their own internal policy.
On concluding a peace after a war in which both nations have been engaged as allies, the terms are arranged by an equal number ofPimo and Maricopa chiefs, after whose decision, should there be a disagreement, a grand
council is held by an equal number of delegates from each, and the matter
in dispute left to them for final adjudication. The Yumas and Apaches are the
inveterate enemies of these two peoples, but they never meet in open warfare
without being worsted. Nevertheless, the Apaches, who are really the Ishmaelites of this country, manage to harass and disturb them a great deal by
frequent inroads and no less frequent plunderings.
The Jesuit fathers who first visited the Pimos and, as was their invariable
custom, established a mission among them, taught them to cultivate the
earth and depend mainly upon it for their subsistence; to spin and weave and
several other valuable arts, [the] benefits of which they are reaping to this day.
Theyare honest and quite industrious, but are also great beggars, and somewhat filthy in their persons. The Pimos retain considerable of the simpler
forms of Christianity, but the Maricopas are pagans. The former bury their
dead with much ceremony, with great lamentation and feasting, very much
like an old-fashioned Irish wake; but the Maricopas resort to incremation
[sic], and with very little pomp. The case is widely different, however, when
they return from a successful expedition agains.t their enemies, on which
occasions the greatest rejoicings are had for several successive days.
Although these two tribes have dwelt together for a hundred years or more,
they seldom intermarry and have to employ interpreters on all public occasions. The virtue of the Pimo women is beyond question, while that of the
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Maricopa is somewhat relaxed, although by no means so much so as that of
the Yumas and other Indian tribes. Adultery is punished by burning at the
stake, it being a fundamental principle to keep Pimo blood as pure as possible. Their villages are compactly built for the distance of some thirteen or
fifteen miles, alternating with each other so that the traveler from California
meets first with a Maricopa village on the right-hand side of the road, and
then about a mile farther, with a Pimo village on the left-hand side, and so
on, the last being Pimo. They have several thousand acres under cultivation,
raising large quantities of wheat, corn, pears, melons, pumpkins, etc., etc.,
much of which they are now disposing of for the subsistence of the California column.
The two tribes probably number seven thousand and can jointly raise an
effective force of from twelve to fifteen hundred warriors. Their weapons
consist almost wholly of the bow and arrow, which they use with great dexterity, and a very few old and almost worthless escopetas [muskets]. The
Pimos have several times applied to the Government for arms to "clear out"
the rascally Apaches, but so far without success. I, however, learn that Gen.
Carleton has taken a more comprehensive and practical view of the case, and
ordered a couple of hundred muskets (old style altered to percussion locks)
to be furnished them. The Apaches are, doubtless, the most accursed scourge
that our California immigrants have to contend with, and hundreds of them
have fallen victims to the perfidy ofthose merciless and blood-thirsty savages,
while nothing but kindness and assistance have been met with from the
Pimos and Maricopas. It is therefore eminently an act of justice as well as of
sound policy, to give those people the means to effectually protect themselves
and our way-worn immigrants from the ceaseless assaults of the Apaches.
On the arrival of General Carleton, the chief of each tribe placed himself
at the head of a hundred mounted warriors, in full feather and paint, and gave
him a regular military reception in the best style of their art. It was quite a
novel and curious spectacle....
Army Movements
The 1st Cavalry, with the exception of a small detachment from Capt. Shirland's company, have gone to Fort Stanford, formerly Fort Breckinridge.
They will remain at that fort for a short time until their horses are perfectly
recruited and restored to their original strength and flesh. What their future
operation will be, it is now quite impossible to say. Colonel [Joseph R.] West
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with a portion of his command has pushed on to occupy Fort Buchanan,
which is about 80 miles southeast from Tucson. Gen. Carleton is now in
Tucson with the battery and six companies ofInfantry. Companies A and E,
Capts. Joseph Smith and [Silas P.] Ford, will occupy the Pimo Villages,
where they are constructing a very respectable fort under the superintendence and command of Major Coult. Capt. [John C.] Cremony's Company
B of the 2nd Cavalry is now at this place, awaiting further orders and recruiting their horses. Several of the vidette stations between the Pimo Villages and
Fort Yuma are garrisoned from this company, while Gen. Carleton's bodyguard or escort is also composed of its members. It may and probably will be
sent into Sonora, for the purpose of making arrangements for the supply of
forage and fresh provisions from that State, or rather acting as an escort to the
Quarter Master who may be sent on such duty.
Fort Yuma is garrisoned by several companies ofthe 5th Infantry, under command of Col. [George W.] Bowie, while Col. Forman'szl regiment is in Los
Angeles, San Bernardino and other southern counties. Gen. Carleton will effect
a junction with Col. [Edward R. S.] Canby at the earliest possible moment and
New Mexico will have completely passed out ofthe hands of rebels and traitors.
Shinn's Battery came through to Tucson in
splendid condition, owing to the extreme
care bestowed upon it by Gen. Carleton
and the officers of the battery. The horses
were fed full rations the whole way and
every possible chance given them to recruit
on the road, there being animals enough to
afford occasional spells from labor.
McCleave's Capture
A piquant story is told ofthe manner in which
Capt. [William] McCleave ofthe 1st Cavalry
was made prisoner by the rebels, and although I will not vouch positively for its truth,

(Photo courtesy Rio Grande Historical

yet it is nearly correct according to the account given by his own men who were cap-
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tured with him. It appears that McCleave
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reached the Maricopa Wells, from which

CAPT. WILLIAM MCCLEAVE

. State University Library, Las Cruces,
New Mexico.)

place this letter is dated, with ten men and
leaving seven of them here, proceeded as
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far as Casa Blanca, a large adobe mill owned by a Mr. White, who traded with
the Indians for wheat and converted it into flour, which he sold back to them,
the Overland Mail Company while in operation, the people of Tucson, and
other near Mexican towns and emigrants along the road.
Just then, White had sold a large quantity ofwheat to the United States and
being a loyal citizen, was holding it for the use of our troops. The rebels, however, heard of it and at the time of McCleave's visit were in possession of the
mill and held White a prisoner in his own house. McCleave, innocent of this
fact and without making suitable inquiry, pushed on to White's with three men
and, on arriving after dark, rode into the corral, dismounted and knocked at the
door, which was opened by one of the rebels, a member of Capt. [Sherod]
Hunter's company of Texas Rangers.
"Does Misthur White live here?" asked McCleave, with a broad brogue.
"Yes," replied the sentinel.
"Arrah! Then give him Capt. McCleave's compliments, and say I want to
see him."
Upon this, the rebel departed into another room and informed Capt.
Hunter, who was there with thirty-five of his company. At Capt. Hunter's appearance, McCleave said:"Are you
Misthur White?"
"Yes," answered Hunter, "what do
you want, and who are you?"
"I am Captain McCleave, of the
1st Regiment Cavalry, California Volunteers; I am here with three men,
and I require supper for myself and
men, and forage for my horses."
"Very well, Capt. McCleave, you
can have what you require; take off
your sword and pistol, dismount your
men, and make yourselfat home. I am
glad to meet you," remarked Hunter.
McCleave did as he was desired,
seated himself in an arm chair, filled
and
lighted his pipe, and commenced
CAPT. JOHN C. CREMONY
a conversation in which he imparted a
(Photo courtesy Bancroft Library,
good
deal of valuable information to
University of California, Berkeley,
California. )
the supposed Mr. White.
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As soon as Hunter had extracted all the intelligence he required, he quietly remarked, after the manner of Don Caesar de Bazan: "Ifyou are Captain
McCleave of the 1st Regiment of Cavalry, California Volunteers, I am Captain Hunter of the Confederate army, and you are my prisoner." At the same
time the doors all opened from the various apartments and the room was
filled with his men. Of course McCleave quietly submitted and the next
morning Hunter rode to Casa Blanca [sic-Maricopa Wells] and captured
the seven men left there by McCleave.
Vedette [John C.Cremonyj22

***
Capt. Hunter, in command of some one hundred and fifty Texans, who has
been lording it over this whole region of country for several months and tyrannizing over Tucson and its inhabitants for two months past, taking whatever he wanted to supply his needy followers and causing many of the people
to fly from their homes-hearing that a superior U.S. force was advancing
upon Tucson and no reinforcements coming to his aid, became so alarmed
that on the 14th [of May] one of his lookouts seeing a train of Mexican carts
coming upon the road, he and his braves saddled up in double quick time
and fled, imagining that they were pursued. Col. West with a force of five
companies of infantry and one of cavalry entered Tucson on the 2dh, one
week after the flight of Hunter, to the great joy and relief of its citizens, who
expressed their feelings not merely in words but in actions.
[Dragoon] 23
Tucson, Arizona T., June 16, 1862
Eds. Alta: We left Pimo Villages or Fort Barrett on the 16 th inst. [sic] and
arrived here on the i h . The General [Carleton] marched by way of the Fort
Stanford road as far as Cottonwood Spring, then turned off to the right over
a new route, again coming into the Fort Stanford road at the Canada del Oro.
I judge this to be some twenty-five or thirty miles longer [a] route than the
regular traveled road between Fort Barrett and Tucson, and portions of it
[are] quite bad - especially one day's march of thirty-five miles without water and through a heavy, sandy canon of several miles. The General took this
route, I believe, in order to let Lieut. Shinn with his battery pass over the
other at the same time. Lieut. Shinn arrived here two days in advance and
upon the General's arrival, gave him a salute. For the first two days our road
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kept along the Gila, and then we left it for good. The second day out some
of our party saw a few Apaches, but further than this these American Arabs
never troubled us.
"Are Ruins, Then, Already Here?"
About twenty-seven miles from Fort Barrett, our road passed over the ruins
of an old city, supposed by some to have been built and occupied by the Aztecs. However this may be, it is evident time has made a desert place of what
was once no doubt a populous city. Old foundations, mounds, and pieces of
broken pottery, scattered for miles over the plain, are all the evidences that
now remain to tell the tale of a past people. 14
Tucson
Tucson may be properly described in these few words: A little old Mexican
town, built of adobe and capable of containing about fifteen hundred souls.
The Santa Cruz runs within a mile of the town and feeds the numerous
ditches that irrigate the beautiful little valley that extends to the high hills to
the westward, and which was a week since one vast field of fine grain, harvesting having commenced. The climate of Tucson is dry and healthy and,the
soil will produce almost anything planted. The peach, quince, fig and pomegranate grow to perfection.
Upon our arrival in Tucson, we found it lively with U.S. Volunteers but
abandoned by its former population. Since then, however, they have been
coming daily, and a better pleased set of people cannot be found. Some who
have returned have been required to take the oath of allegiance. That portion
of the community which could be best spared left with Hunter a few weeks
since, and will be sure not to come back unless brought.
Arrest of Suspicious Characters
The General immediately upon his arrival went to work to renovate and
straighten out the affairs ofthe Territory. His first move was the arrest of eight
or ten suspicious characters who had been prowling about the place ever
since Hunter's departure. Upon the afternoon of the same day we came in,
Captain [Emil] Fritz, at the head of his company, dashed through the town
at full speed. In five minutes it was surrounded and shortly after the prisoners were marched to the guard-house. So secret had this movement been kept
that every one was taken by surprise. These prisoners have been sent to Yuma.
They are a portion of a set of bad men who have had things all their own way,
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scorning all law; but affairs have taken a turn and I think their jig is up. The
General has taken hold with a firm hand and not one of these outlaws against
the civil or national authority will escape his vigilance.

Municipal Regulations
Tucson has fallen into strict hands, its municipal affairs have been overhauled
and put to rights; ordinances have been passed pertaining to its stores, whisky
shops, gaming tables, etc. A license of $100 per month has been placed upon
each grog shop and the same upon every gaming table, and heavy penalties
attached. Five hundred dollars have already been collected and turned over,
to be devoted to the use of the hospital.
Confiscation
All property belonging to Secessionists has been taken possession of, much
of which comes in very good use such as forage, etc. Of the amount taken in
this way, I am unable to state....
N25

Mexican Women in Tucson
Since the occupation of Tucson by our troops, crowds of Mexican women
have flocked thither, and the "cry is, still they come." They do not deign to
compliment the rebels with their society, probably being under the conviction that Texas and Arkansas shinplasters were subject to too great a discount,
and their presence could be readily dispensed with by our soldiers. As you
may suppose, gambling, vice and the grossest immoralities attend the march
of so considerable a column, but are not allowed to interfere with military
discipline.
[VedetteJZ6
More Prisoners
On the 8th inst. [8 June] Col. Eyre left with a detachment of cavalry upon an
expedition, nobody knew where. Today Col. Eyre arrived bringing twentyone prisoners, among them Sylvester Mowry. They were taken all together
at the Patagonia mines, some 80 miles from here, although Col. Eyre traveled over 100 miles to reach them. Of course they were surprised, and taken
without any trouble.
The Patagonia mines are situated just on the American side of the line and
this batch of Secessionists (as they all are, no doubt) thought, upon the slight-
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est alarm, to cross over into Mexico. Capt. [Edward B.] Willis was left in
charge of all the property, which will amount to considerable. These prisoners will be examined before a Military Board. Mowry takes things quite cooly,
puts on a good many airs; had along his mistress, private secretary and servant.
I think a dose of military treatment will cure him. He has been guilty of
writing secession letters and giving shelter to outlaws.

[Nj27
Fort Thorne, July 10, 1862
Diary of the March to the Rio Grande
Editors Alta:
As an opportunity offers, I will try to give you a hurried account of our expedition to the Rio Grande. We left Tucson on the 21 st of June, the expedition
being composed of two companies (B and C) 1st Cavalry, Cal. Vol., Capt.
Fritz in command of the former and Lieut. Hudson [sic-Porter Haden] in
command of the latter-all under command ofLieut. Colonel Eyre-upon
a forced reconnaissance to the Rio Grande. Four wagons with six mule teams
comprised our transportation, besides which pack saddles were taken along,
so that in case of necessity forcing us to abandon the wagons, provisions could
be packed on the mules.
Ou~ road was supposed to be destitute of water for long stretches. Our
animals would have to live upon the grass along the route as forage could not
be taken. Further, we were going into a country made desolate by the Texans, with whom we would more than likely have a brush-yet every man
bounded into his saddle with a light heart and high spirits.
Our first day's march was a hard one, fifty-five miles without water, to the
"Cienega de los Pimos" where we found a nice, cool stream with abundance
ofgrass. Here was once a settlement ofPimos, who made mescal; the old rawhide vats still remain. 28 Several of our horses got bogged in the creek and were
with much difficulty taken out. At night our bugles sounded clearly and
defiantly, echoing to the hills-no doubt waking many a dusky Apache from
his reverie. On the 22 nd we marched to San Pedro Creek and camped at the
old Overland stage station. In one of the rooms we found this notice: "Jones,
Wheeling, Mexican, N.S. Express, left this place June 15 th , 12 M. No Indians."
Pemmican
In order to break the monotony of a journal, let me say a word about our grub.
The command was furnished with pemmican in lieu of pork and beef, a most
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unpalatable and unhealthy diet, having been made of rotten old dried beef
and the refuse of a soap factory. The samples first furnished may have been
good, but the lot furnished to our command is certainly the meanest food
ever served up to a hungry man. Fresh mule meat would be a luxury in comparison. The men evinced their disgust in many ways, and it was amusing to
listen to the questions which were answered by "pemmican." For instance:
"What will kill rats;" "what's worse punishment than death;" "what made
Lieut. H's dog turn back?" etc.
Dragoon Springs
23rd-At Dragoon Springs found water scarce but sufficient by using with
care and patience. At night the surrounding mountains were alive with Indian fires. Near the stage station are the graves of Hunter's men, killed by the
Apaches. On the graves were these inscriptions, neatly cut in rough stone,
executed by one of the Union prisoners they had along: "S. Ford, May 5th ,
1862" "Ricardo." Ford was a Sergeant and Ricardo was a poor Mexican boy
the Texans had forced into service at Tucson.
24th-Made a dry camp at Ewell Station; men were sent four miles to the
mountains for water to drink.
25th-Reached the station in Apache Pass about 8 o'clock, where water
would have been abundant but for the improvidence of those in advance
rushing in and filling up the spring, so that itwas late in the day before all our
animals had water.
Alarm in Camp-The Pemmican Treaty- Three Men Killed by Indians
Fresh Indian signs were seen in the vicinity of camp and the fact reported to
our commander, but no attention was paid to them asit was thought that the
Indians would not dare come near so formidable a force as ours. Horses were
scattered over the hills and ravines, and men wandered carelessly everywhere. Presently a horse was reported gone; shortly afterward in the midst of
our feeling of security, several shots were heard up the ravine and the cry of
"Indians." The camp became a scene of wild excitement and confusionhorses were driven in and the men rushed promiscuously to the spot from
whence the alarm proceeded. Upon reaching which I saw the Indians dodging about on the hill and rising ground, several hundred yards off, and the
men standing about on the heights ready for a fight. But the Colonel arriving, waving a white rag on a sabre, ordered the men not to fire as he wished
to talk with the Indians.
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At this juncture Corporal Brown came up very much excited and reported
that the Indians had killed three of our men and that he had barely saved his
own life by flight; that the men were behind him, having been to water their
horses at a spring over the ridge; that the horses broke away and ran by him into
camp; and that he saw the Indians close in upon them and heard their cries for
help. Some one doubted the story and the Colonel disregarded it and persevered to get a talk with the Indians, who were very wary, only allowing the
Colonel and his interpreter to approach, and finally wishing the interpreter to
come into the ravine alone immediately under the rising ground, where some
sixty Indians could easily be distinguished, their lances flashing in the sun and
their bows and rifles sticking above the bushes and rocks.
The interpreter approached within pistol shot of this array, the Colonel
following in the rear, and succeeded in coaxing down the Indian interpreter,
a couple of chiefs following and several Indians until a party of about a dozen
stood around. A talk ensued through the interpreter, between the Colonel
and chief, decidedly peaceful, and wound up by the Indians asking for some
tobacco, which was sent for-and along with a can of pemmican was given
to the Indians-when both parties parted, evidently well pleased with each
other, the Indians promising to come back to see us in the evening, a promise which they kept. The Colonel returned well satisfied with the good intentions of the Apaches and ordered the horse herders farther up the ravine,
where grass was better.
Six of the guards thinking there was something in Brown's story, proceeded to the spot designated by him as where the men were killed and, sure
enough, found the body of [James F.] Keith lying within thirty yards of the
place where the peace conference took place and exactly where the Indians
had tried to entice the interpreter. They gave the alarm and then rushed up
the hill to fight the Indians. Others joined them and on reaching the top they
saw the Indians several hundred yards off and fired into them with their carbines-with what effect it is not known. Now all was mad excitement. Capt.
Fritz ordered some of his men to saddle up to pursue the murderers, which
order was countermanded by the Colonel. Then the Captain led a party on
foot, but it was of no use-the cowardly Indians had fled far out of reach.
The bodies of Smith [Albert Schmidt] and [Peter] Maloney were found
beyond Keith's and it was a sad and horrible sight to see them borne into
camp stripped of every article of clothing, scalped and terribly mutilated with
bullet, arrow and lance wounds. Keith was not scalped, as it seemed he was
too near us for them to do it without discovery. All three belonged to Com-
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pany B. Their graves were dug and after a sorrowful funeral, we marched out
of the Pass and camped on the open plain in the vicinity of the mountains
and between some ravines. 29
Midnight Alarm
Proper precaution was not taken against attack and surprise; sentries were
placed within only a few yards of the picket line, where the horses were tied
and men made down their beds. About midnight, a sheet of fire blazed from
a ravine within rifle shot and the camp was alarmed by a volley of about sixty
shots fired in amongst us, fortunately only wounding Dr. [William A.] Kittridge in the head and killing a horse from the picket line. Great confusion
ensued; the bugles sounded wildly to arms, and the officers were calling to
the men to fall into line; and such orders as "Go out there," "Get out there,"
intermingled with expressive language, and men rushing everywhere. Finally Captain Fritz, who was cool, succeeded in extending the pickets. Several shots were fired by our men; in fact it seemed a regular little battle for a
while. All finally quieted down and half an hour elapsed, when another
alarm was given, which proved to be false.
26 th -Left "Surprise Camp" early in the morning and reached the Cienega San Simon, by way of the Overland stage stand, about 3 0' clock P.M. Before reaching the cienega, the men suffered for water, insomuch that several
were placed in the wagons.
Another Alarm
Alarms became common. Our first night's rest at the Cienega was broken by
a false alarm. Three of the pickets saw an object which they took to be an
Indian and fired upon it. The bugles sounded to arms, and the men crawled
to their posts without confusion. The object was found out to be a wolf, and
in the morning three bullet holes were in the carcass.
Cienega San Simon
We encamped about nine miles above the Overland stage station, upon the
old emigrant road. The Cienega is a narrow, green strip in the midst of a barren, God-forsaken country. No trees shade it; it is simply a bright green spot,
watered by a little brook of delicious cold water which runs for a short distance and is absorbed, or rather spreads out over the little valley and disappears amidst a mat of flags and grass. We had some fine grazing for our
animals and the men caught a mess ofsmall trout, which were quite delicious
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to our pemmican-sick palates. Near our camps are the remains of an old
Apache rancherfa.
Extermination of the Apaches
Before leaving Apache Pass too far behind I wish to say that I am an advocate
for the extermination of the Apaches. They have never made and kept a treaty
ofpeace, but have ever been thieves, highwaymen and murderers. Year out and
year in, hundreds have perished upon the roads by their hands, and it is estimated that within the past twelve months at least one hundred white persons
have been killed by them on the road between Tucson and the Rio Grande;
some of which murders were most horrible, tying up their victims by the heels
and building slow fires under their heads. Letthe Pimos be armed and encouraged to make war upon them and every other tribe urged to the same end, and
the Government take energetic steps until they are driven from their mountain'
hiding places and rendered harmless.
28 1h - Left our pleasant camp on the Cienega in the evening and made a
dry camp some seventeen miles upon our road.
29 1h - Started early; found water at Lightendoffer's [Leitensdorfer'sJ Well;
halted a few minutes at Soldier's Farewell, found no water for our men, many
of them having suffered severely from thirst, which can be attributed to pemmican and not sun. Without unsaddling we marched on to Dinsmore or Cow
Spring, our animals having traveled sixty miles without water and the men
without eating; thirty-six hours under the most fatiguing circumstances. A
couple of the leanest animals gave out, but came up the next day.
Meet Express from Fort Craig
Upon arriving at Dinsmore Spring, the guide who was in the advance ran
against a sentinel, when a conversation of questions ensued. The sentinel,
taking the guide to be in the advance of a party of Texans, let him go so as to
allow his party to saddle up and leave. The guide returned and reported some
men camped at the spring. Some confusion occurred, the Colonel ordering
the companies into line at the same time men and animals [were] almost
famishing for water. The guide was sent again to spy out the party at the
Spring, whom he found saddled up and ready to leave. They then disclosed
their character, when the guide assured them, by the presence of a body of
Union troops. They then accompanied him to Colonel Eyre. They turned
out to be a party of men bearing despatches from Colonel Shippington
[Chivington] at Fort Craig.
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Fate of Expressman Jones and Party
From the scouts we learned that Jones and party had been attacked by the
Apaches this side [of] the Pass and that Jones saved his life by flight, while the
Mexican and sergeant was [sic] killed. Jones was chased for a long way, but
succeeded in getting into Mesilla more dead than alive, when he was taken
prisoner by the Texans.
Prisoners
On the night we came in [to] Cow Spring, we captured a German and a
Mexican traveling on foot. They said they were going upon an express to
Tucson to procure provisions for the people at the Placer [Pino Alto], a small
town at the gold mines about thirty miles from the Spring, and represented
the people there in a starving condition. As their mode of traveling and their
poor provisions for so long a trip looked suspicious, the Colonel thought best
to take them along, saving them their long and dangerous trip.
Another Alarm
On the morning of the 1st of July a sentinel, who had accidentally strolled to
the top of a hill half a mile from camp, which commanded an extensive view
of the country, discovered a large party crossing in the distance and gave the
alarm that forty men were coming. The bugles blew to arms, the horses were
driven in, saddled, and forty men [were] mounted and off in a few minutes.
This time it was certain we would meet the Texans. The party soon returned,
bringing in a most doleful looking set of travelers - about thirty men and boys
on foot, variously armed with guns, lances, and bows and arrows; three
women, a dilapidated wagon and cart drawn by the poorest animals I ever
saw-in fact it would be prudent to tie knots in their tails to keep them from
falling in through the cracks in the ground - some donkeys and a goat, comprised their outfit.
They were citizens of Placer and were going into Sonora to procure provisions, and return to their friends and relatives still behind. For two weeks
they said they had eaten no bread. After questioning them the Colonel let
them go, or rather we left them at the spring and marched to the Miembres
[sic], where we encamped at a fine spring in the midst of what was once
"Mowry City."
On the 3rd we left the pleasant valley of the Miembres and arrived at
Cook's Spring. Near the spring we saw the graves and skulls, scattered along
the roadside, ofthe poor people killed by the Apaches a year since; also where
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Lieut. Lord had burned Government property to prevent it falling into the
hands ofthe Texans. The ground is spangled with spread eagles, upon which
"E Pluribus Unum" remains plain as ever, in spite of the fiery ordeapo
More Hungry People
During our first night at Mowry City some fifteen travelers walked into our
camp, and before they knew of our presence were prisoners. They turned out
to be more hungry people from Placer, going into Mesilla for provisions.
These the Colonel thought best to take along-quite a burden considering
our limited supply of provisions.
The Fourth of July
On the 4th the men were, to a man, for going in and taking Mesilla, but our
commander ordered otherwise. So we spent the 4th traveling round an enemy; a hard day's march to the Rio Grande, without water. We encamped two
miles above Fort Thorne. Found the river high or rather on a Fourth of July
"bust," caused by the snow melting in the mountains.
Of the Route
The road between the Rio Grande and Tucson is hard and fine and clear of
dust; grass is abundant but water, at the particular time we traveled over the
route, very scarce but still sufficient to admit of troops and supplies being
moved over it with judgment. I anticipate that the troops now concentrated
at Tucson will move forward immediately. Our animals came across in very
good order.
Fort Thorne [sic]
On the 5th we moved down to Fort Thorne and ran up our colors on the flag
staff still standing. The Texans have been here and left behind them their
marks of desecration and desolation. This fort, however, was abandoned by
the Government in 1858 on account of its being sickly.
Arrival of Express from Fort Craig and Captain McCleave
The 6 th was a memorable day. The express sent by Col. Eyre from Cow
Spring to Fort Craig for reinforcements arrived bringing intelligence that two
companies would be here on the 8th, and rumors that the Texans had evacuated Mesilla. Shortly after the arrival of the express, the sentinel from the
house top at the lower end of the fort announced that three men were com-
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ing Up the valley. The Colonel ordered out ten men on horseback to catch
them and seeing that they came on, he ordered some men out on foot.
Mounting the housetop he imagined he saw others behind, and called for
more men to go out. The advancing party stopped a moment, and then a
single horseman galloped straight for us. Some one said, 'Til bet it is Captain
McCleave." And so it turned out to be. When the Captain met the advancing party sent out by the Colonel, he dismounted and came in on foot. A
pistol shot assured his companions that all was right, when they came on. 3l
As the Captain came into the parade ground the men gathered around the
colors and gave him three hearty cheers, to which he took offhis hat and said,
"I am much obliged to you. I am glad to see you;" a speech which, from this
brave, honest soldier, bore sincerity and meaning. The Captain had just
escaped from three [actually four] months' imprisonment and hard treatment with an order for his exchange, and was on his way to Fort Craig when
he discovered our flag flying here, which made his breast beat with joyful
surprise. He gives a deplorable account of the ravages of the Texans, who are
in a destitute condition and preparing to leave for Texas. Mesilla has been
evacuated. The people are universal in favor of the Union and are now atwar
with the Texans. Three Mexicans volunteered to accompany the Captain to
Fort Craig. Captain Fritz was dispatched the same evening down the river to
effect the exchange for Captain McCleave.
Prisoners Released
The prisoners taken at the Miembres were released after the news of the
evacuation of Mesilla was received, and allowed to go on their way rejoicing,
after taking the oath of allegiance.
Arrival of Reinforcements- Supplies Sent For
On the morning of the 9 th, two companies of Regulars arrived from Fort
Craig; their horses are in very poor condition. At the time of the arrival of the
reinforcements, Capt. McCleave left for Fort Craig with an escort of six men
and two wagons to bring down supplies.
Return of Capt. Fritz
A little after retreat on the 9 th, Capt. Fritz returned. He had to go twenty-eight
miles below Mesilla to catch up with the rear of the retreating Texans, under
command of Col. Steel [William Steele], in order to effect the exchange for
Capt. McCleave. The people of Mesilla gave the Captain a hearty welcome.
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He heard corks popping from champagne bottles. Going into one place to
buy something, he threw down a twenty, and the man ran back into the yard
with a spade to effect the change. The people have cached everything they
could outofthe way of the Texans, and the Captain says stores opened up like
magic. The people of Mesilla, whom the Texans thought they had eaten out,
will resurrect enough to live on for some time to come and have withal to sell
to Uncle Sam. The wheat crop will be coming in soon and we will grind our
own flour on some fine mills convenient.
Deplorable Condition of the Retreating Texans
Capt. Fritz reports the retreating Texans in a deplorable condition. Col. Steele
has some 200 men and a good many sick, with no supplies. While Capt. Fritz
was in conference, an express came from Capt. Tell [Trevanion T. Teel] to Col.
Steele, calling in God's name to send him aid, as the Mexicans had attacked
him and captured two pieces of artillery. Some fifteen hundred Mexicans and
Pueblo Indians are now following up the Texans, filled with revenge for the
wrongs and injuries inflicted on them by the Texans, and it will be a miracle
if they escape to Texas.
The first outbreak between the people and Texans took place in Mesilla
where twenty Mexicans, citizens of Mesilla, were killed; then other skirmishes
occurred in which the Mexicans came out first best. The Texans went to the
fields and took the oxen from the plows, and ransacked the country for supplies.
The Mexicans, encouraged by the approach of the Californians and burning
with revenge, are now following them up and will annihilate them. The Texans would all reach EI Paso on the night of the 9th . Desertions are common.
One hundred and fifty citizens of Mesilla started on the 8th on foot down the
river, swearing they would ride back on the Texans. This isthe miserable windup of Sibley's expedition, who, after his disastrous retreat from New Mexico,
had to fly for his life from the Texans. I see by a San Antonio paper that some
of the Sibley expedition have reached that place. The way of the transgressor
is hard. Expressman Jones came up with the Captain.
McCleave and Party Attacked by Indians
We had hardly got through with Captain Fritz when two men rode up bearing a dispatch from Capt. McCleave, stating that he had been attacked by a
large body of Indians. Forty men were dispatched in a few minutes to the
rescue, under command of Capt. Howland. The expressmen said that before
they left, they heard firing above them and supposed that the Indians were
attacking some party coming down the river. From them I learned the cir-
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cumstances of the attack. Capt. McCleave with one man was considerably
in advance of the wagons, when the Indians rose out of the tall grass around
them and fired at them, fortunately not wounding them. The Captain had
a bullet shot through his hat. He retreated to the wagons, which he drew off
the road and prepared his little party to defend themselves. The Mexicans
[sic], some seventy-five in number, retreated to the cover of the hills.
Another Expressman
Our brave men had hardly galloped out of hearing before another expressman arrived, his horse reeking of sweat. He brought news that Captain
McCleave was returning with the wagons, and that he was one of a party of
five expressmen from Fort Craig who had been attacked near where Captain
McCleave was attacked, and two of the party wounded. The Indians getting
their horses, they had to fight their way down on foot to where Captain
McCleave was holding the Indians at bay. They are supposed to be Navahoes
and to be one hundred and fifty strong. The wounded arrived next morning.
One of the men received quite a severe arrow wound and the other a slight
bullet wound in the arm. I should not wonder to hear of our boys catching
the red devils yet; and if they do, woe be unto them!
I will leave my letter open until the express leaves.
The Future
I suppose we are now under the orders of Col. Canby and our movements
will be governed accordingly. From present appearances it seems that no
movement will be made farther down than Fort Fillmore, which movement
awaits the arrival of the supplies from Fort Craig. The Texans have concentrated at Franklin, opposite El Paso, and will there remain until they learn of
our pursuing them, in hopes of supplying themselves for the long trip between them and the settlements. It is reported that the swarm of Mexicans
which have hovered around them ever since they commenced their retreat,
have succeeded in getting all their animals. Ifso, they are now on foot. Made
desperate, they will devastate the country around them. It remains a question
if our commander will consider it worth while to move down upon them. It
is said the Texans await reinforcements and supplies, but this may be merely
a story to deceive.
Several of our hearty men have been taken down sick. It is a shame that
we have been compelled to lie idle at this point.
N32
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31. One of McCleave's companions was expressman John Jones, as we see later. The
third man perhaps was Jack Swilling, a miner, an Indian fighter, and later one of the
first settlers in Phoenix, who deserted from Confederate service about this time. See
L. Boyd Finch, Confederate Pathway to the Pacific (Tucson: Arizona Historical
Society, 1996). As 1st Lt. in the Arizona Guards, Swilling had escorted McCleave
from the Pima Villages back to Mesilla, New Mexico, and the two were well acquainted.
32. San Francisco Daily Alta California, 10 August 1862, p. 1, cols. 6-8.

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION LIBRARY BUILDING, CAMP CODY,
DEMING, NEW MEXICO, 1918

Camp Cody's central library building, measuring ninety-three by forty feet and
built with Carnegie Corporation funds at a cost of slightly over seven thousand
dollars, proved a popular destination for the camp's residents.

(Photograph courtesy American Library Association Archives, University of Illinois
Library, Urbana, Record Series 89hh9.)

Camp Cody Library
BOOKS FOR WORLD WAR I SOLDIERS

Lisa R. Lindell

"C

AMP CODY UNDER QUARANTINE PERHAPS THIRTY DAYS OR MORE LIBRARY

read the Western Union telegram sent by camp
librarian Clarence Wesley Sumner to the Library War Service on 9 October
1918.1 The influenza quarantine was just one of many challenges confronting
this World War I training-camp library. During its only year of operation, an
incoming tide of books, hot, dusty conditions, frequent staff turnover, and the
flu epidemic overwhelmed the camp's librarians. Despite these hardships,
contemporary accounts written by Camp Cody librarians reveal their resolute spirit and true pride in service. They enthusiastically ascribed to the
primary duty of helping to win the war. At times, this objective led to censorship and displays ofchauvinism. Also evident was the camp librarians' rather
elitist notion of what was worth reading. Such attitudes were by no means
unique to Camp Cody's librarians. Their nationalist and reforming impulses
clearly reflect the political, social, and cultural climate in which they lived.
Indeed, the efforts of the camp librarians to guide and elevate the reading
habits of the soldiers situated them squarely within the Progressive Era reform
movement. Progressivism, extending roughly from 1890 to 1920, emerged
ORDERED CLOSED"

Lisa R. Lindell is a catalog librarian and associate professor at the Hilton M. Briggs Library,
South Dakota State University. Her research interests include regional literature and history.
She has published articles on the works of Mari Sandoz, the history of South Dakota State
University, and on her family genealogy.
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within the context ofrapid industrialization and urbanization, which in turn
was accompanied by increased crime and poverty. In the face of profound
social changes, reformers urged moral renewal, seeking to remedy social
problems and to regain a sense of stability and control. Librarians' reform
zeal manifested itself in their concern with individual and public literary
taste. Library historian Wayne A. Wiegand succinctly sums up the Progressive Era attitude toward reading: "Good reading begets good social behavior;
bad reading begets bad social behavior."z Suspicious of works deemed insubstantial, trashy, or otherwise objectionable, many librarians took upon themselves the task of directing readers to a "higher" level ofliteracy and censoring
books that failed to meet their moral and literary standards.
These reform efforts were especially prevalent during the closing decades
of the nineteenth century.) As the new century advanced, librarians' preoccupations with moral guidance slowly began to wane. Dreams of providing
cultural uplift were increasingly supplanted by a commitment to meeting
readers' demands. But, as Dee Garrison observes in Apostles ofCulture: The
Public Librarian and American Society, 1876-1920, elitist impulses were
"long in dying."4 In fact, the entry into World War I served to rekindle librarians' sense of mission. Governing their approach to war service was a deepseated faith in the public power and moral utility of print.' That the librarians
at Camp Cody shared this belief is borne out in their active concern over
what the soldiers were and should be reading.
Camp Cody, located near Deming, New Mexico, was one of thirty-two
military training camps constructed nationwide during the summer of 1917.6
Designed to sustain thirty-six thousand soldiers, the camp was constructed
between July and October 1917. Laid out in standard military fashion with
three main streets and eighteen cross streets, the camp contained nearly three
hundred mess halls; five large Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA)
buildings that offered recreational, educational, and religious programs; a
base hospital; and several thousand tents to house the men. The camp also
included a remount station equipped to handle and care for thousands of
horses and mules. Rifle ranges and other military activity fields dispersed
Camp Cody over ten thousand acres. Five miles of railroad, used for unloading men, equipment, and supplies, ran through the camp?
By the end of September 1917, nearly twelve thousand National Guard
troops from Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, and the Dakotas had disembarked
at Camp Cody. They belonged to the Thirty-fourth Division, which would
occupy the camp for the next eleven months. In October, the numbers
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COMPANY STREET. MILITARY ENCAMPMENT.

CAMP CODY. NEW MEll.

POSTCARD OF WORLD WAR I MILITARY ENCAMPMENT AT CAMP CODY,
DEMING, NEW MEXICO, CA. 1917

The men at Camp Cody inhabited six thousand tents, described by the camp's
newspaper as "floored, framed, and equipped for electric lights, and for heating
during the cold weather."

(Photograph courtesy Marshall Memorial Library, Deming, New Mexico.)

swelled to more than twenty-two thousand with the arrival of troops inducted
into the National Army.s Camp Cody's men dubbed themselves the Sandstorm Division when their original nickname, the Sunshine Division, was
appropriated by the soldiers at Camp Kearny, California. The new name certainly described the weather conditions often afflicting Camp Cody, but the
Trench and Camp, one of the post's two weekly newspapers, applauded the
label for its symbolism as well. "There is the persistence of sandstorm, its
power, its overwhelming nature," the paper declared. "When it arises in its
might, even the most violent of men are subdued and seek shelter."9
Along with the troops flocking into Camp Cody and other camps in the late
summer and fall of 1917 came librarians. Preparations for American library war
service had begun shortly after President Woodrow Wilson's declaration ofwar
on 6 April 1917. Plans took shape under the direction of Librarian of Congress
Herbert Putnam and through discussions at the annual meeting of the American Library Association (ALA). Precedents for providing soldiers with library
services existed notably in Germany and England and, on a smaller scale,
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along the United States-Mexican border in 1916. This latter program, conducted by the YMCA in collaboration with librarians, furnished limited reading materials to the regular army and National Guard troops serving in the U.S.
Punitive Expedition into northern Mexico. 1O
With these precedents in mind, the War Department's Commission on
Training Camp Activities formally requested that the ALA supply reading
matter, library facilities, and librarians for the American military forces during the war. On 14 August 1917, this effort was set in motion by an affirmative
vote of the ALA Executive Board. In September, the ALA obtained a Carnegie Corporation matching grant of $320,000 for camp library buildings,
and that same month, the ALA Library War Service commenced a milliondollar campaign to put books and librarians in all the training camps. Despite
the necessarily hasty organization and implementation, the nationwide drive
easily surpassed its goal, raising a total of$I,749,706'31.11
The organizing librarian at Camp Cody was C. Henry Smith, library director at the University of Colorado in Boulder, who served from September
1917 until January 1918. As was the case at many of the camps, Smith inhabited interim facilities while awaiting the completion of the camp library
building. Initially based at the Deming Public Library, he moved into temporary quarters in a Camp Cody mess hall shortly before the new yearY By
the time the central library building was completed several weeks later, Earl
N. Manchester had taken over as camp librarian. He would remain at Camp
Cody for three months before returning in April to the University of Chicago,
where he headed the library's reference departmentY Brief terms of service,
ranging from a few weeks to a few months, were typical. Many camp librarians were on limited leaves of absence from their regular library jobs; others
departed after being drafted into the military. Fitting the national pattern,
Camp Cody's first librarians were male, middle-aged, and well educated. All
came from jobs in an academic setting. 14
In April 1918, William H. Powers, library director and English professor at
South Dakota State College in Brookings, succeeded Manchester as camp
Iibrarian. 15 During his tenure, Powers was proud to host Librarian of Congress
and Library War Service Director Herbert Putnam, who was touring the camp
libraries. After spending the day at Camp Cody, Putnam gratified the camp
with his assertion that the library "was excellently conducted" and compared
favorably with any other. 16 Powers served as librarian at Camp Cody until June
1918, when he was obliged to return to South Dakota to teach summer school
at the college. His review of his Camp Cody experience appeared in the South

Dakota Library Bulletin:
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Six weeks in camp removed all skepticism that might have lodged at
the bottom of one's reason as to camp libraries. Their use was
surprisingly great, the opportunity they afforded appreciated, and the
direct profit apparent to all. Skeptical officers had been heard to
declare that not fifteen men a month would ever be found in a library
but the circulation in the camp ran up to nearly 18,000 in one month
and the estimate was made that the patrons of the library numbered
150,000 monthlyY

Powers was clearly pleased to be serving a large number of men, a traditionally underserved population for libraries. His estimates for library patronage were undoubtedly high, but the camp library was certainly a busy place.
Library privileges were open to all those with a connection to the camp, including family members. The bulk of library traffic appears to have been
officers and enlisted men, however, although the Trench and Camp did report that a few officers' wives and the women working in the camp's reclamation department made use of the library. Powers described his routine:
Time was precious. Getting out of bed at 6:30, we made up the
circulation, then breakfasted, and opened shop at 8:00; the doors were
not closed until 10:30 at night; then it was almost always necessary to
give three warnings before we got the last reluctant boy started for his
ten t; he was willing to take the risk of being caught after taps. On
Sundays we took the luxury ofkeeping the door shut until 8:30, though
we often found the steps crowded with men. We aimed to get off at
least two hours every day or evening but this we could not always
accomplish and usually we were at hand if occasion called. When the
staff was full there were four of us at the work. It was an experience
one would not willingly miss. 18
Given his delight in the popularity of the camp library and his sense of mission in serving soldiers, Powers might well have agreed with the observations
of John Lowe, librarian at Camp Devons, Massachusetts. Contrasting the
camp library, filled as it was with male patrons, with the typical public library,
Lowe asserted that "there is a freedom in the use of the building not present
in a public library where women and children seem to scare off the men." He
promoted camp libraries as "[helping] to maintain the morale of the army by
keeping the men in camp, and by meeting their cultural needs," which, he
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insisted, were "high-brow." The camp experience, he concluded, "teaches
the library habit to many men who never used a library before, and develops
it among book lovers."19
The final two men to head the Camp Cody library shared this enthusiasm
for fostering the "library habit." Clarence Wesley Sumner, director of the Free
Public Library of Sioux City, Iowa, served from August 1918 until the onset of
the flu epidemic two months later. Edward Day was appointed acting camp
librarian in October 1918 after serving as an assistant since February. Hailing
from Eugene, Oregon, Day was an author and retired clergyman. He had previous library experience in Springfield, Massachusetts, under renowned librarian John Cotton Dana and at Fairmount College (later Wichita State
University) in Wichita, Kansas. 2o Day, like his predecessors at Camp Cody,
approached his duties from the perspective ofthe educated elite. Ever mindful of his position in the book world, he was inclined to show an affinity for
the officers and their literary tastes and was sensitive about his role as mere
acting librarian. In a letter to Malcolm G. Wyer of the Library War Service,
Day boasted of his friendship with the general and colonels of the Ninetyseventh Division, whom he described as "greater readers than were the men
of our 34th Division." He attributed his prestige with the officers to his being
"conversant with the life of the ancient East" and his having "published
much both in this country and abroad." Despite his provisional title and small
salary, Day declared that he was nevertheless proud to serve. "I have known
what it was like to draw $2,000 for ten months work;' he confided, "but never
have I got half the satisfaction out ofa term ofservice that [sic] I have out of this.
And I suppose my experience has been that ofmany of our A.L.A. workers, both
on the side of remuneration and that of richness of experience."21
The Camp Cody library staff bore out their pride in service by working
hard to generate good publicity. The librarians and assistants distributed
thousands of free postcards of the library building and "sentinel cards" that
advertised the library and its branches on one side and listed the Manual of

Interior Guard Duty's general orders for sentinels on the reverse. 22 During his
service as librarian, Clarence Sumner oversaw the preparation of several
slides that were used to promote the library at picture shows in Deming and
at the camp's Liberty Theater, Knights of Columbus Hall, and YMCA buildings. In a letter to the Library War Service, Sumner expressed his pleasure in
the library's popularity among so many young men. "It 'made a hit' with the
boys," he wrote after the debut of the first slide, "judging the way they cheered
when it was thrown on the screen."23 While at Camp Cody, Sumner also
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placed signs on library walls welcoming all to the joys of reading and enCOllfaging "high ideals of life and duty." One sign by the library desk was strictly
informational, however. "What is the AL.A?," it read. "It's the American
Library Association, with headquarters in Washington, D.C., and libraries in
all war camps; and in fact wherever our soldiers and sailors are stationed."
The inclusion of such a sign was expedient. ALA president Chalmers Hadley
acknowledged the relatively unknown status of the ALA in the early months
of the war, ruefully recalling being mistaken "on one sad occasion" for the
American Laundry Association 24
Camp Cody's two newspapers, Trench and Camp and Camp Cody Bulletin,
did their part to publicize the American Library Association by emphasizing
the quantity and quality of the camp's reading material and providing steady
coverage oflibrary activities. At the end of March 1918, Trench and Camp reported a "fine nucleus of nearly 18,000 well
selected volumes," a subscription to thirty-five
"leading magazines and periodicals," and fifty
different daily and weekly newspapers, many
of them from Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota,
and the Dakotas. Several articles about the
influx of books arriving at Camp Cody appeared in the May issues of Trench and Camp
coinciding with the second ofthe ALA's three
major book drives. The books were donated
from throughout the country, most notably
from California, Minnesota, and Iowa, and
arrived "in all states of preservation and in all
conditions of shipment," reported Powers.
"The great drive is on and Cody's AL.A library is receiving volumes by boxes and by
truck loads, by hundreds and by thousands,
until the librarians dream of being whelmed
or submerged in books," the 2 May paper
announced. "Thus the drive opens; but the
end is far away, and the heavy sea is seen

WILLIAM H. POWERS,
CAMP CODY LIBRARIAN

William H. Powers served as librarian
at Camp Cody from April to June 1918.

rushing in .... Judging from reports which
are coming in, it now seems likely that

one would not willingly miss."

if not 50,000, will come in during
the next few weeks."25

(Portrait taken from the South Dakota
State College Jackrabbit, 1937')

40,000,

He described his stay as "an experience
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A week later, the paper enthusiastically raised the expected total to sixty
thousand books and, on 16 May, reported "no signs of abatement." Some four
hundred volumes a day were placed upon the shelves of the central library
and in its branches at the Knights of Columbus and YMCA buildings. "On
a recent Wednesday," the article declared, "a four mule team was necessary
to bring to the Cody library one shipment of books sent by the people. Sioux
City alone sent 5000 books for the Cody boys, and Minneapolis insisted that
2000 of the many they gathered during the recent drive should be forwarded
directly to Cody."26
By June 1918, forty-one main camp libraries nationwide housed a combined
total of 1,051,693 books, approximately 65 percent ofwhich were fiction. Camp
Cody's library statistics were in line with the national numbers. A tally in March

1918 revealed that fiction accounted for 12,000 of the 17,600 volumesY In
public libraries of the period, fiction's dominance was even greater, typically
accounting for 70 to 80 percent of the circulation statistics. Librarians paid
close attention to these numbers, tending to greet decreases in the demand for
fiction with joy and increases with gloom. 18 This wariness toward fiction had a
long history in America, becoming more pronounced in the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries as mass production methods were improved and
Americans increasingly engaged in novel reading and writing. As Esther Jane
Carrier documents, contemporary literature- "even the novels themselves"regularly warned against the dangers of novel reading.29
Primarily from upper- and middle-class backgrounds and educated in a
tradition ofliterary conservatism, librarians were conditioned to be skeptical
of current fiction and popular culture mass-produced by Victorian America.
Motivated by the reform impulses of the Progressive Era, they were filled
with a desire "to enlighten, purify and elevate mankind" through literature. 3o
Library leaders were among cultural guardians publicly warning against the
menace of popular fiction. "Weak and flabby and silly books tend to make
weak and flabby and silly brains," declared Ainsworth Rand Spofford, librarian of Congress from 1864 to 1897. "To furnish immature minds with the
miserable trash which does not deserve the name ofliterature, is as blameworthy as to put before them books full of feverish excitement, or stories of
successful crime."3l Herbert Putnam was equally concerned about the deleterious effects oflight literature. "The mass of such is prodigious," he wrote in

1912, "and the danger from them the more serious from the very fact that they
are not obviously vicious, so carry no warning. They are insidious."32
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Coming out of the same tradition as these librarians, William Powers
shared their attitudes, although his judgments of the fiction at Camp Cody
were relatively mild by comparison. Later addressing the fiction read by the
men, he labeled it "not ofthe highest" quality and provided specific examples
of what was popular. "B. M. Bower is probably equal to Myrtle Reed," he observed, "though we must admit that we had an occasional call for Myrtle
Reed as well as Bower."33 He evidently preferred the works of Bower, a writer
of westerns who provided at least somewhat realistic descriptions of ranch life
in the early twentieth century, to the romantic, often formulaic novels of
Myrtle Reed. 34 Bertha Muzzy Bower's nom de plume, her initials, led many
readers to assume she was male; it is not known, however, if this played a part
in Powers's estimation of her writing.
Continuing his list of popular authors at Camp Cody, Powers identified
the "chieffavorites" as Edgar Rice Burroughs, Zane Grey, Jack London, and
Harold Bell Wright. Also in frequent demand were E.D.E.N. Southworth
and H. Irving Hancock. During his inventory of the camp favorites, Powers
noted, "Even laughter on the part of his mate could not deter a lad from his
choice of [Horatio] Alger."35 All of these authors' works fell into the category
of genre fiction. Burroughs was known for his Tarzan series, Grey for his
westerns, and London for his adventures in the wild. Wright's western novels typically featured self-reliant heroes and virtuous heroines. Southworth's
works, often tagged by critics as sensationalist, focused on wronged women
who ultimately triumphed over their adversities. Wright and Southworth
were both best-selling authors during their lifetimes, as were many others on
Powers's list. In 1918, in fact, Zane Grey's u.P. Trail was the nation's top-selling novel. Wright's The Eyes of the World -although fiercely attacked as a
"quack-novel" of "pious sentimentalism" and as a "mess of mildewed pap"
by Owen Wister in the Atlantic Monthly-had been the best seller of 1914.
Hancock and Alger were widely known for their popular boys' series books.
Alger's rags to riches stories, with their emphasis on self-advancement and
material success, were a special target for librarians' objections. 36
To the great delight of camp librarians, however, the soldiers' requests extended beyond fiction. Regular calls for technical and vocational information caused the circulation of nonfiction to outpace that of fiction in most
military camps. ALA records indicate that three-fourths ofthe books checked
out in camp libraries were nonfiction. The three most requested categories,
as Arthur P. Young notes in Books for Sammies, were technical works related
to military training, reference books about Europe, and personal narratives
of the war. 37
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The types of nonfiction read at Camp Cody generally conformed to the
average camp library. Deeming the call for nonfiction "much more interesting" than the demand for fiction, Powers described what was popular with
the Camp Cody soldiers: "First, in order of importance, were the military
books.... Second ... , if indeed figures would not show them equal to the
military books in number, were the technical works in engineering, chiefly
electrical, and auto engineering.... For the rest, the requests were as various as the individuals."lB Partiality toward nonfiction is notable in the Camp
Cody newspapers. In March 1918, the Trench and Camp boasted of "the extraordinarily large proportion of technical and scientific books withdrawn by
the enlisted men," and in April the paper assured its readers that the soldiers
spent their leisure hours reading "serious and informative volumes" including college textbooks and books on technical subjects. Continuing in this
vein, the 23 May Trench and Camp publicized the many books recently
purchased from the New York dispatch office of the ALA, touting the popularity of the technical war books, especially works on wireless communication, signaling, and aviation. "One instructor," the article noted, "took for his
classes the other morning 16 volumes on wireless and ordered as many more.
Anything the men need for their training is secured if it does not chance to
be upon the shelves. Nor are the books in foreign languages overlooked. The
latest addition here has been a fine lot of Bohemian books."l9
In yet another article highlighting the nonfiction choices at Camp Cody,
the Trench and Camp featured popular war narratives and other military
books lately added to the library: "As usual, the latest [Arthur G.] Empey
book, 'First Call,' leads the field in the newcomers. No one needs an introduction to the great Canadian whose fame became world-wide with the
penning of 'Over the Top.' Victor Duruy's 'Short History of France' is a simplified resume of France's trials in her struggle to retain the rights of liberty
against fearful odds, and brings the reader up to a happy prediction of ultimate victory for that martyred people." Among the other new arrivals at the
ALA library, the paper announced, were Cavalry ofthe Clouds, by Capt. Alan
Bott;A History ofthe Great War, by Arthur Conan Doyle; The Prisoner ofWar
in Germany, by Daniel J. McCarthy, "who escaped from the slave pen of the
Germans"; and Under Fire, by Henri Barbusse. 4o This last book, Barbusse's

Under Fire, would not be promoted by camp libraries for long, however.
Originally published in French as Le feu, the book depicted the daily lives
of French soldiers in the trenches with an uncommon degree of realism.
Upon learning that a German apologist, George S. Viereck, was serially
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publishing the book, the War Department sought and received the ALA's
cooperation in removing it from the camps.41
As the war progressed, the War Department, with the ALA's compliance,
succeeded in censoring a number of books. In September 1918, it released the
titles of eighty books and pamphlets banned from the camps mainly because
of their pro-German or pacifist sympathies. 42 The 21 September issue of Literary Digest included a partial list of these banned books along with a statement from the American Library Association. "More than 3,000,000 books
have been contributed thus far," the ALA report declared, "and it is, of
course, entirely possible that German propagandists have tried to slip their
work across to the soldiers and sailors through this means." But "a very careful watch is kept," the report hastened to reassure readers. "The working
personnel of the Library War Service is composed of trained librarians of
proved loyalty, and they are constantly on the alert against such insidious
attempts to corrupt our fighting men."43 Public librarians, caught up in the
war mentality, widely followed the camp libraries' lead, pulling from their
shelves those books found on the Army's banned-books index. Analyzing the
attitudes and actions of librarians during this time, Wiegand characterizes
the majority as either "afraid to confront an angry public insistent ona patriotic collection, or ... [looking] to demonstrate the intensity of their loyalty
to the wartime effort."44
With little discussion and indeed with some fervor, Camp Cody joined in
guarding against books declared objectionable. "Great care is necessary in
accepting contribution books," the Trench and Camp warned, "as German
propagandists have been tirelessly active in their efforts to get stories of German glory into the libraries."45 In at least one instance, however, a Camp
Cody librarian was among the few who dared to protest what they considered
overzealous censorship efforts. In the May 1918 issue of Public Libraries,
William Powers questioned the labeling of Sir James Headlam-Morley's The
History ofTwelve Days as pro-German. In Powers's opinion, the title's appearance on a list of proscribed books was a serious injustice. "I have kept watch
for some explanation or justification, or acknowledgment of mistake," he
wrote. "Since everyone else is silent, I rise for information."46 These occasional exceptions notwithstanding, the issue of censorship was largely accepted without debate.
Instead, the camps and their libraries publicly focused on promoting reading and its educative benefits. One such promotional piece appeared in the
4 March 1918 Camp Cody Bulletin. Maj. Henry M. Nelly, adjutant of the
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Thirty-fourth Division, addressed the camp's soldiers, asserting that "books
as well as bullets are going to help us win this war":
There is a peculiar reason now why we need the mental training a
library can give. There never was a war when mental alertness and
technical training were so vitally in demand. The problem of the
soldier is not only to fight but to fight intelligently. It is not only
physical agility that is wanted but the mental agility which shall guide
and control the muscles.... It is a war of experts, and the easy
confidence which the expert alone can feel in an emergency is the
result of high discipline alone.... An evening at the library will do far
more for your men than an evening at the 'movies' or in some pool
hal1. 47
At times, this belief in the power ofbooks resulted in other grand claims, such
as those made by Camp MacArthur's librarian in Waco, Texas. "The camp
library is a center from which radiate right ideals," he asserted. "It is serving
the cause of democracy and through it we are making a very large and a very
definite contribution toward the winning and the ending ofthis war."48 Camp
Cody librarians, who had faith in the moralizing and educative nature of
reading, would surely have concurred with this assessment.
Ensuring that the books actually got to the men could be a challenge,
given the great distances from one end of the camp to the other. The base
hospital, for example, was located at the western end of the camp, four miles
from the main library.49 Camp Cody, like all camp libraries, used a small Ford
truck to transport books within the camp. Badly worn and unreliable, however, the vehicle proved to be a chronic source of annoyance. In November
1918, librarian Edward Day recommended for his library assistant Roy
Shelley, "a neat, trim fellow" and "an expert autoist [who] can drive anything,
even our Ford." Certain that he had finally solved this problem, Day was
disheartened to learn that Shelley had just been court-martialed and found
guilty of petty forgery. The library made do without Mr. Shelley's assistance. 5o
To facilitate library access, branch libraries sprang up throughout Camp
Cody. By May 1918 more than twenty branches were in operation, and in the
following months, the library continued to establish new branches at a rapid
paceY Collections ranged in size from a few hundred to a few thousand
books. In addition to branches at the YMCA buildings, Knights of Columbus
Hall, and the base hospital, the staff maintained book collections at the
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THE LIBRARY'S FORD TRUCK PARKED IN FRONT OF THE MAIN
LIBRARY BUILDING,

1918

The library's worn and unreliable Ford truck often tried the patience of its
caretakers, but it nevertheless proved useful for hauling books and magazines
around the camp.

(Photograph courtesy of the American Library Association Archives, University of
Illinois Library, Urbana, Record Series 89hh9')

YWCA clubhouse, Hostess house, Jewish center, Red Cross house, and officers' clubs. The 127th Battalion even had its own branch. 52 While serving as
camp librarian, Clarence Sumner made a concerted effort to get the
branches in "proper shape," withdrawing worn out books, making a careful
check of the collection by shelflist, and ensuring that each YMCA building
had a separate room for its library branch. 53 The hospital's book collection was
one of the camp's largest, so in June 1918, Camp Cody acquired a hospital
librarian. In an unusual arrangement, Anne M. Mulheron of the Los Angeles Public Library was hired as a combination librarian and Red Cross hostess. Mulheron was the first female librarian at Camp Cody. In the camp
libraries, as indeed in libraries throughout the nation, men typically occupied the top positions although the library profession was overwhelmingly female. Women were not given the title of camp librarian or allowed to reside
in the camps until May 1918 and only then after much lobbying. 54
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The lack of accommodations for women presented a difficulty at Camp
Cody. When Earl Manchester had endorsed hiring a woman as hospital librarian in March 1918, he raised the issue of this obstacle but noted that
additions to the nurses' quarters were anticipated in the near future and suggested temporarily housing women in Deming. 55 Efforts to employ a woman
as an assistant at the central library failed. Acknowledging that "a young
woman trained for the work might fit in admirably," Edward Day reasoned
that the lack of a ladies' restroom in the building and of nearby living quarters made hiring female library workers impracticable. 56
Mulheron managed to secure accommodations at the camp's Red Cross
house, paying sixty cents a day for board. She remained at the Camp Cody
hospital until December 1918 when she was transferred to the tubercular
center for soldiers and sailors at Fort Bayard, forty miles to the northwest. The
Camp Cody hospital, she reported to Ernestine Rose of the Library War
Service, had eighteen wards, including three isolation wards, two pneumonia wards, and a mental ward. The hospital had a capacity of 1,349 but was
less than half filled during the summer months. Visiting from four to six
wards each day, Mulheron began her rounds at ten in the morning "after the
patients are pretty well settled." She continued: "After lunch I am usually in
the wards until 3 or after. The rest of the day and evening is spent in the library at the R.C. [Red Cross] house.... We are open until 10 P.M." She estimated the library collection at fifteen hundred books, the majority fiction,
with a growing nonfiction collection on loan from the camp's main library.
Mulheron's sense of literary and moral mission is evident in her letters.
Partial to "serious books," she was dismissive of fiction" of rather a light class."
"So far," she confided, "my experience has been that the sick men read very
light things. The only man who calls for very serious things is a religious
fanatic who said[,] 'If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off' and chopped it [his
hand] on both sides. He lies there on his back all day, reading his Bible and
the things I bring him. I visit him daily & it is rather a ticklish thing to choose
things for him." Complaining that "really good things hardly go at all even
tho I stop to tell the story and try to make them attractive," Mulheron observed that "most of the men want love stories, 'sweetheart books,' or stories
of adventure." Her list of authors popular in the hospital wards corresponds
with Powers's observations and with reading trends throughout the nation:
Zane Grey is altogether the most popular and I really need more of his
books. I have a pretty good collection of Beach and Bower and a shelf
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full of MacGrath & McCutcheon.... O. Henry is read to some extent
and H. B. Wright a great deal, while Myrtle Reed and M. R. Rinehart
always find someone to take them. I even carry Alger and Barclay once
in a while & always get rid of them. 57
A closer look at these authors provides insight into the types of books
discounted by Mulheron and eagerly devoured by the public. Fitting into
the category of "sweetheart books," or romances, were those by Myrtle
Reed, Harold MacGrath, and British author Florence Barclay. George Barr
McCutcheon, who wrote the Graustock fantasies, could likewise be categorized as a romance writer. Mary Roberts Rinehart, considered America's
most successful popular writer in the early twentieth century, was best known
for her mystery stories combining romantic, Gothic, and comic elements. 58
Among the "stories ofadventure" appearing on Mulheron's list were those by
Zane Grey, Horatio Alger, and Rex Beach, whose fictional settings ranged
from the Klondike to the Panama Canal Zone. O. Henry was widely known
for his short stories with trademark plot twists.
What all of these authors shared was mass appeal. Their popularity among
soldiers attested to the desire for escapist literature. In military camps, as elsewhere, the appeal of popular fiction undermined librarians' attempts to use
literacy to improve and educate readers. Increasingly, librarians bowed to
public demand. Mulheron, too, generally acceded to the tastes of the men,
with some exceptions. "I have only had to discard 3 books from the original
collection," she matter-of-factly informed Rose. "I may be a trifle prudish, but
I don't want the boys to have these from open shelves."59 Mulheron removed
Edith Wharton's Summer (1917), Gustave Flaubert's Madame Bovary (1857),
and Victoria Cross's Life's Shop Window (1907), all three of which deal with
sexual passion. In Summer, heroine Charity Royall is seduced and left pregnant. The action in Madame Bovary centers on the title character's adulterous relationships. Life's Shop Window celebrates sexual desire and activity;
the novel's heroine, Lydia, leaves her husband for another man. Mulheron's
act of censorship epitomized efforts of many Progressive Era reformers to
abolish socially objectionable literature. Assuming the role of moral guardians, they attempted to define appropriate personal conduct and literary
content.
The onslaught of the flu epidemic in Octob~r 1918, however, redirected
Mulheron's attention from policing literary standards and social morality to
nursing ailing soldiers. 60 Although a relatively innocuous version of the flu
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had afflicted many Americans in the spring of 1918, it struck with deadly force
in the fall. Estimates place the worldwide death toll at anywhere from twenty
to one hundred million; over half million Americans died, causing the average life span in the United States to fall by twelve years in 1918. Increased war
traffic accelerated the spread of the airborne virus, which infected approximately one-fifth of the world's population. Young adults were particularly
susceptible. Thirty-six percent of American soldiers and up to 40 percent of
the nation's sailors contracted the flu in 1918; more than forty-three thousand
servicemen died from it or from pneumonic complications. 61
The Camp Cody quarantine was declared on 3 October 1918. On that afternoon, the camp's commander, Col. Carl-A. Martin, personally visited the
library to give notice of the quarantine and to take out an armload of books.
He left orders that, as of 4 October, no books or periodicals were to be given
out or received. Librarian Day noted that, as word of the impoundment

a

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL LIBRARY BRANCH, CAMP CODY, DEMING,
NEW MEXICO,

1918

The Knights of Columbus Hall hOLlsed one of the many branch libraries
dispersed throughout Camp Cody.

(Photograph courtesy American Library Association Archives, University of Illinois
Library, Urbana, Record Series 89hh9.)
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spread that afternoon, 595 books were checked out, primarily by officers.
Unhappy with the prohibition and encouraged by Wyer of the Library War
Service, Day petitioned Colonel Martin to modify his orders. He requested
that the library be allowed to circulate books and then to destroy or fumigate
them upon their return. Day particularly wished to provide Mulheron with
periodicals and other literature for distribution in the hospital wards. After
conferring with the camp's chief surgeon, Colonel Martin agreed to let the
men in the camp access books but thought it best to prohibit any reading in
the library building. The library staff and troops alike eagerly welcomed
Martin's concession, which resulted in patrons checking out sixty or more
books each day campwide. Trench and Camp described how books returned
during the quarantine were left outside the library building where they were
exposed to sunlight and further disinfected at the discretion of the camp
surgeon. 62 On 7 November, Day updated Wyer on the situation:
During the time our building was closed some of our badly worn books
were taken to parts of the camp where newly arrived men were eager
to get them. In all nearly 1,000 books were thus given out that were
later to be destroyed.... Few of our old patrons of the library have
died but hundreds of the new men have succumbed to pneumonia.
Our branches have come under substantially the same rules as the
Central Library, save that they were allowed in some instances to admit
two or three men at a time to secure stamps. As some did not watch
theirbook shelves carefully a considerable number of branch books are
under suspicion, so that all or most of them as they are brought back
will have to be exposed for a time to sun and air. 63
Finally, on 21 November Trench and Camp announced that the quarantine had been lifted at 4= 50 P.M. the previous day and that "the Deming streets
have been a mass of troops ever since." By this time, the Armistice had been
signed and rumors of demobilization were circulating. On 5 December 1918
Trench and Camp carried the official order for the salvage and abandonment
of the camp with the exception of the base hospital. The demobilization
process was slow at Camp Cody and in many other domestic and overseas
camps. Calls for books, therefore, did not soon abate. During the quarantine,
the library staff had kept busy packing and shipping several thousand volumes to France, where the need for another five hundred thousand books
was deemed "imperative." Librarians sent books drawn from surplus stock
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including several thousand books donated by men of the Thirty-fourth Division upon leaving the camp in August. 64
With abandonment of the camp imminent, Day and his assistants focused
on the disposal of the library's entire collection. By mid-December, they had
packed up three quarters of the books. On 1 January 1919, Day reported that
eight hundred volumes had been set aside for Anne Mulheron now at Fort
Bayard; five hundred were destined for Fort Wingate located on the Navajo
Indian Reservation, and six thousand remained either in the camp or in Deming (in the Knights of Columbus recreation rooms and other welfare organizations). These latter books were all under the charge of Nelle A. Olson,
Mulheron's replacement at the hospital library and Red Cross house. 65
By far the largest numbers of books were sent to the ALA Mexican Border
Traveling Library Service. In the summer of 1918 the ALA established two
mobile systems for the troops stationed along the U.S.-Mexican border. The
eastern system, directed by Harriet C. Long, was based in San Antonio, Texas.
Ethel McCollough initially oversaw the other operation from El Paso; in
November 1918 Julia C. Stockett became director. The two centers supplied
books to dozens of outposts, rotating fifty to one hundred books to different
locations each month. 66 The Camp Cody Library presented Harriet Long's
border service with two thousand of its "choicest novels" and shipped over
sixteen thousand books (9Yz tons, as Day noted) to the El Paso station. In
February 1919, plans were finalized to transfer Camp Cody's library building
south to Camp Furlong near Columbus, New Mexico. Likewise the library
staff would repair the undependable Ford truck, provided that the service
could be done "reasonably," and then send the vehicle to El Paso. 67
Reflecting on his ten months at Camp Cody, Edward Day praised the
"character and ability" of the library staff and "the fine collection of books"
placed upon the library shelves, and noted with pride the reaction of an officer who "marvelled [sic] over the comprehensiveness of the collection."
Despite issues ofliterary taste and censorship compliance, the librarians at
Camp Cody were proud of their role in bringing books to soldiers. The guiding purpose of the Camp Cody staff was aptly expressed by Camp Devons
librarian John Lowe. "The aim and quality of the work," he declared, "is to
give through reading matter recreation, education and inspiration to all officers and men in camp, who desire to avail themselves of the opportunity.
All of this is for the upbuilding [sic] of the morals ofthe army, whose business
is war, and which appreciates anything contributing to the effectiveness of its
purpose."68
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Some librarians found inspiration in their camp service. Clarence Sumner, motivated by the "splendid work" of Cody's hospital librarian, established library services in Sioux City hospitals upon his return to Iowa and
became an advocate for hospital libraries throughout the nation. Similarly
moved by his experience at Camp Cody, William Powers declared the service of the American Library Association to be "even finer than any other
humane service rendered in the war, except that done by the Salvation
Army." He described the ALA's work as "positive, enlarging, [and] promotive
ofstill finer accomplishment in succeeding years- the years ofpeace that the
world still dreams may have been made more certain by the awful years of
conflict." Powers died in November 1936 and thus was spared the knowledge
that the peace of which he dreamed was short lived indeed. 69
Also fading in the decades to come was the moralist/reformist agenda of
librarians. As values shifted after the war's end and the close of the Progressive Era, librarians gradually abandoned their quest to control what the public read. Increasingly allowing patrons to decide for themselves, they even
began to reevaluate books they had previously regarded as immoral or inappropriate. In 1926, the A.L.A. Catalog finally added Madame Bovary to its list
of books recommended for public libraries, signaling the growing commitment to a freedom to read. 70 Gradually, too, librarians would begin to reevaluate their cooperation with wartime censorship/propaganda efforts. In
conforming to the government's restrictions, many librarians, like other professional groups during World War I, uncritically accepted these actions as
furthering the war effort. Librarians' belief in the profound influence of
books contributed to their compliance as well. Only later would they begin
to associate censorship efforts with the curtailment of democratic principles.
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Review Essay
DONALD WORSTER, A RIVER RUNNING WEST: THE LIFE OF JOHN

WESLEY POWELL AND KEVIN

J.

FERNLUND, WILLIAM HENRY

HOLMES AND THE REDISCOVERY OF THE AMERICAN WEST

James P. Ronda

I

t is a familiar tale-one ofthe great American creation stories. A poor boy
from the farm, consumed with a hunger for knowledge and a passionate
ambition, goes in search offame and fortune in the wider world. John Wesley
Powell and William H. Holmes do not perfectly fit that mythic template but
they come closer than most. Powell (born in 1834 in Mount Morris, New
York) and Holmes (born in eastern Ohio in 1846) had lives and careers
shaped by small town childhoods, an unquenchable thirst for learning, and
relentless ambition. In the theater of memory that is the American mind,
characters from the past appear before us in simple costume. Lewis and
Clark, the current national obsession, live as highway sign silhouettes forever
pointing West. So it is with Powell. He strides into the present as either the
wild, one-armed adventurer plunging through the boiling Colorado River
waters of the Grand Canyon or as the visionary prophet warning the nation
about the limits ofland and water in Mr. Jefferson's Empire of Liberty beyond
the wide Missouri. Memory has been even less kind to Holmes, denying him

A River Running West: The Life ofJohn Wesley Powell. By Donald Worster. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2000. xiii + 673 pp. 55 halftones, line drawings, line illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-19-509991-5.) William Henry Holmes and the Rediscovery ofthe American West. By Kevin J. Fernlund. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico,

2000. xvii + 300 pp. 38 halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-82632127-5,) James P. Ronda is H. G. Barnard Professor of History at the University of Tulsa. His
most recent publication is Finding the West: Explorations with Lewis and Clark (University of
New Mexico Press, 2001).
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even the presence of stereotype. For all his magnificent drawings and remarkable artistic-scientific vision, he does not exist in our collective memory. But
what Donald Worster writes about Powell is equally applicable to Holmes.

"To discover the man is to discover a more complicated America" (p. xi).
Biographies of western characters have a way of turning out as simple stories, laundered and shrunk to acceptable size. Worster and Kevin Fernlund will
have none of that. What they offer readers are complex stories about arresting,
often difficult men living in times as demanding and intricate as our own.
Worster's biography of Powell goes in search of that "more complicated" man
and his America. In many ways, A River Running West is two books, both knit
together by Worster's powerful imagination and graceful prose. The most obvious of those "books" is the narrative telling of an extraordinary life, one filled
with colorful characters, exotic locations, and memorable events. With a keen
eye for detail, Worster takes readers through Powell's busy life - from Civil War
soldier to explorer, from government bureaucrat to cosmic philosopher. All the
great events are here, including a compelling treatment ofthe Colorado River
expeditions of 1869 and 1871-1872. But Worster knows that Powell was more
than a scientifically inclined river runner. One of A River Runs West's great
strengths is a sensitive discussion ofPowell's many Washington political battles.
No knee-jerk apologist for Powell, Worster casts the controversies between
Powell and his archenemy Senator William M. Stewart as the clash of rival
visions for the future of America and the West. Long biographies (this one is

573 pages of text) sometimes bog down in the middle, leaving readers stranded
halfway between birth and death. Not so with Worster's Powell. Worster knows
how to tell a good story; readers who sign up to ride A River Running West will
not be grounded on a sandbar or lost in white water.
But Worster's book is no simple recounting of a fascinating and adventuresome life. It seems clear that Worster decided to write about Powell because
he sees him as an emblematic figure-someone representative oflarger and
fundamental American stories. To explore Powell's life is to trace the contours ofAmerican history in the second half of the nineteenth century. And
this is Worster's second "book," a revelation of Powell as one of Ralph Waldo
Emerson's "representative men." Powell's many pursuits suggest a certain
national sequence. He was a schoolmaster, soldier, scientific explorer, ethnologist, administrator, publicist, organizer, and (in modern terms) a public
intellectual. Other Powell biographies, most notably Wallace Stegner's classic Beyond the Hundredth Meridian: John Wesley Powell and the Second

Opening ofthe American West (1954), have described the curve of that career.
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Worster acknowledges Stegner's contribution but then moves on to ask different questions. What were the values that shaped Powell's life, and how did
Powell himself advance those values? In asking and answering those questions, Worster gives readers a cultural history ofAmerican life from the 1840S
to the beginning of the twentieth century.
As Worster sees it, Powell's life was defined by four clusters ofvalues. First,
it was a powerful sense of personal and national mission that sent Powell to
enlist in the Union Army. And it was an equally strong sense of mission that
shaped him as an explorer, scientist, and federal bureaucrat. One ofthe great
strengths of this biography is the thoughtful attention paid to the evangelical
Methodism that pervaded Powell's early years. As Worster explains, "from his
parents he [Powell] had inherited a certain readiness to challenge power and
authority in the name of principle" (p. 337). As the dogmas of Methodism
slipped away, they were replaced by another, and perhaps more appealing,
gospel. Powell's new set of values sprang from an ardent faith in science and
the search for secular knowledge. Deeply influenced by the writings of
Charles Lyell and Charles Darwin, Powell cast his "deepest intellectual loyalties" with science and the search for knowledge in this world (p. 66). But
in all of this Powell never escaped his small-town origins. He would always
champion a certain kind ofJeffersonian vision for America, one that honored
small landholders and was deeply suspicious of corporate power. As Worster
explains, Powell "studied the land with the eyes of a farmer" (p. 347). Overarching all of this was Powell's profound faith in the goodness of the American nation. In what is perhaps the key line in the biography, Worster writes
that Powell was an "intense nationalist who accepted the idea of America's
destiny completely." Further, Powell's nationalism led him to see "his country as a benevolent force" (p. 96-97)' If rational men guided by objective
science made policies in such a nation, the future would be bright indeed.
This was the promise in his Report on the Lands ofthe Arid Region (1878) and
so much ofwhat followed as Powell sought to reimagine the West. All of these
values, these deeply held beliefs, were present whether Powell was running
a river, pondering questions of western land policy, or threading his way
through a political tangle. Worster gives us the man whole, filled with all the
contradictions and confusions of his age. In doing so, we are reminded that
the West remains what John McPhee calls "suspect terrain."
Historians (and others) in pursuit ofJohn Wesley Powell's America suffer
an embarrassment of riches. In a long and often controversial life, Powell left
behind a mountain ofletters, speeches, published papers, and official re-
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ports. Part of his sense of mission was the desire that subsequent generations
understand him and his causes. Friends and enemies alike all had things to
say about Powell, his opinions, and his actions. Drawing on that rich evidence, Worster's biography reveals both the public man and something of the
private one as well.
Taking on William H. Holmes as a biographical subject, Kevin Fernlund
confronts a very different problem. Near the end of his life Holmes prepared
a twenty-volume extended autobiographical narrative entitled "Random Records ofa Lifetime, 1846-1931." As Fernlund explains, that "record" dealt with
Holmes as public man-scientist-artist, explorer, geologist, archaeologist,
and administrator. Holmes's private life was just that-private. And just how
private can be judged from Fernlund's index. Holmes's wife Kate has exactly
one entry, that for her marriage in 1883.Denied access to Holmes's inner and
more personal self by an unrewarding evidence base, Femlund has skillfully
turned necessity to great advantage. Rather than engage in idle speculation
and fruitless psycho-history, Fernlund offers readers a masterful exposition of
Holmes's key ideas and accomplishments. Visitors to the Grand Canyon are
sure to encounter Holmes's magnificent "Panorama from Point Sublime."
Perhaps some of them might ask about the artist, the place, and the ideas that
inspired both the man and his work. For, as Fernlund explains, "the West's
greatest draughtsman had found the West's greatest view" (p. 108).
Artistic talent, restless ambition, and a dash of good luck at just the right
time made Holmes an essential part of the post-Civil War scientific exploration of the American West. Never as famous as the men who employed
him, Holmes was every bit as important as Powell, F. V. Hayden, and
Clarence E. Dutton in giving the western landscape scientific visualization.
Behind all of his memorable work were three central ideas, three constellations of scientific theories and social forces that determined so much of who
Holmes became and what he did. The first of those was the steady professionalization of exploration and science throughout the nineteenth century.
As Fernlund m~kes clear, the old Humboldt vision of unity in knowledge and
the role of gifted amateur naturalists was slipping away, giving ground to a
more modern if fragmented notion of compartmentalized knowledge gathered by specialists. Holmes embraced that growing specialization, as science
in the West became not so much a gentleman's pursuit as a discipline and a
profession. Holmes's career also serves Fernlund as a way to remind readers
of the growing divide between art and illustration, a separation that paralleled
the schism between the older natural history tradition and the new require-
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ments of scientific geology. The European, Enlightenment notion of the
artist-scientist came into the American West with figures like John Webber,
Jose Cardero, George Catlin, and Karl Bodmer. Those artists sought to document American landscapes, plants, animals, and native peoples while still
creating something that European audiences would recognize as "art." By
the time Holmes began his work in the West, there was a growing tension
between illustration and art. That tension came home to the young Holmes
when Smithsonian notable Spencer Fullerton Baird looked atone of his bird
drawings and observed: "pretty picture, but what species of bird is it" (p. 1O)?
Stung by that question and influenced by the growing demand for precision,
Holmes fashioned an artistic technique thatoffered "a faithful impression of
nature in as representational a language as he could command" (p. 45). He
would let Thomas Moran be the artist of the sublime; Holmes wanted to be
a scientific illustrator. Finally, toward the end of his public career Holmes
became increasingly interested in questions of antiquity, race, and human
settlement. Here Fernlund is at his best, carefully presenting Holmes's ideas
within the cultural and scientific context ofthe time. It would have been easy
to dismiss Holmes as one more advocate for American racism and cultural
imperialism. Instead, readers are given a broader understanding of the scientific (and often deeply personal) controversies that occupied much of Holmes's
last years.
.
Bookstore shelves are filled with oversized biographies, all promising revelations about the lives ofthe famous and the forgotten. Most ofthose books
will quickly pass into the remainder bins, slipping away as unnoticed as the
lives they attempted to chronicle. This will surely not be the fate of what
Worster and Fernlund have written. Both of these biographies offer stories of
complex lives -lives that exemplify larger narratives of the West and the nation. Near the end of his life Powell's vision encompassed not just the West
but the entire country. In many ways these books belong not just to western
history but to the broader reaches ofAmerican history. Biographers must run
dangerous rivers. There are many treacherous places that can wreck the finest craft. Worster and Fernl und make their river passages with grace and skill,
reminding us that past lives always illuminate present ones.

Book Reviews

Ambush at Bloody Run: The Wham Paymaster Robbery of 1889: A Story of
Politics, Religion, Race, and Banditry in Arizona Territory. By Larry D. Ball.
(Tucson: Arizona Historical Society, 2000. xv + 263 pp. Halftones, illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34-95 cloth, ISBN 0-910037-40-X.)
The robbery of a U.S. Army payroll wagon in remote eastern Arizona in
May 1889 seems at first glance the very stuff for a magazine article. That this
seemingly minor affair warranted a work of one hundred thousand words
with six hundred footnotes and ten pages of sources seems to beg an explanation. A reading of this remarkable book explains it thoroughly. Larry D.
Ball, an authority on the territorial West and a tireless historical detective, has
pieced together a riveting story of how one violent incident and its aftermath
can profile a time, a place, and a populace.
The payroll money, over twenty-eight thousand dollars - most of it in gold
and silver coins, was being transported via mule-drawn wagon from Fort
Grant to Fort Thomas in the Gila River Valley. The detail accompanying the
payroll was commanded by Maj. Joseph W. Wham and included twelve
Buffalo Soldiers. On 11 May 1889, on the north edge of the Pinalefio Mountains near a dry streambed of the Gila called Cottonwood Wash, the Wham
party was caught in a cross fire by at least dozen brazen highwaymen. In the
ensuing two-hour gun battle eight ofWham's soldiers were wounded and the
bandits got away with the payroll. U.S. Marshal William Kidder Meade, a
controversial thirty-five-year-old Virginian, Cleveland administration appointee; and bulldog Democrat, led the intensive manhunt that followed the
robbery. Meade had one great advantage in pursuing the culprits: they had
made no effort to hide their identities and many were recognized as local
folk, residents of Gila Valley Mormon communities.
In the seven months that elapsed between the robbery and the end of the
suspects' trial held in Tucson, the Wham payroll case evolved from a nasty
example of Old West outlawry to a sort of mirror reflecting the volatile state
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of politics, race, religion, and justice in prestatehood Arizona. Of the ten
arrested by Marshal Meade and his officers, most were known rustlers and
experts with a running iron and most were "Saints." Their capture generated
fear in the Mormon settlements that a wave of persecution might follow. The
Saints, some of whom still practiced polygamy and displayed the clannishness that was a product of their beleaguered history, made a point of being a
hindrance to investigating authorities. Moreover, friends of the seven defendants who actually went on trial tried to intimidate the black soldiers who
were scheduled to testify. The Anglo populace in general hated the idea of
black soldiers presenting evidence against the white suspects. Even the prosecutors, apparently attempting to blunt the edge of having to use black witnesses, apologized for the linguistic shortcomings of the Buffalo Soldiers on
the stand. Thus did religious and racial bigotry playa role in the Wham affair. In addition, the affair revealed Widespread fear and animosity toward the
federal government-including the Army-and was imbedded in a deepseated distrust of any big and intrusive agency.
The payroll robbery case reached the Arizona Territorial Court for the
First Judicial District in Tucson in September 1889. The trial had progressed
only a few days before the presiding judge, William H. Barnes, was accused
of intimidating government witnesses and removed from the proceedings for
conduct unbecoming an officer of the court. His successor was also criticized, this time by members of the Tucson Bar, "on the grounds of utter and
absolute incompetancy." The trial was a circus (a real one was doing good
business elsewhere in Tucson at the time), its conclusion foreordained. The
Mormon communities were mobilized and, miraculously, the defendants all
declared they had alibis. People from the settlements flocked to the courtroom to testify on the whereabouts of the accused; none of them, so it was
said, were anywhere near the scene.of the crime on 11 May. The defense also
fed off of the contempt Arizonans felt for the federal government and its
policing agents, the U.S. Army and U.S. Marshal William K. Meade, and emphasized the "unreliability" of the black soldiers as witnesses. After thirtythree trial days that produced some three thousand pages of testimony, the
jury finally received the case on 14 December 1889. Less than two hours later
they returned their verdict: all seven defendants were found not guilty. The
money, incidentally, was never recovered.
Larry D. Ball's meticulous and masterful recreation of this signal case has
as its backdrop an Arizona populace that was first and foremost suspicious of
the federal government. "Not only was Washington far away," the author explains, "but presidential appointees to territorial offices were normally non-
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residents, who were being rewarded for party loyalty. Territorial governors,
judges, marshals, district attorneys, and other officials typically had little, ifany,
familiarity with their constituency" (p. x). In addition, Arizona in 1889 was burdened by lawlessness, including cattle rustling, stagecoach robberies, murder,
and mayhem in towns "treed" by outlaws (the Earp-Clanton feud was but eight
years past, the Bisbee massacre only six), and the robbery ofa federal payroll was
not helpful to a territory struggling to gain congressional approval for statehood.
Ball believes the Wham case hindered Arizona's bid for statehood; in any
event, twenty-seven years were to pass before it was gained.
Ambush at Bloody Run is a brilliant historical reconstruction and a genuine contribution to the understanding of the territorial West.
Dale L. Walker
El Paso, Texas'

Apache Nightmare: The Battle at Cibecue Creek. By Charles Collins. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. xvi + 280 pp. 27 halftones, 9 maps,
charts, notes, bibliography, index. $27.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3114-4.)
Author Charles Collins begins Apache Nightmare by describing the Native unrest in Arizona Territory in August 1881. Nock-ay-det-klinne, a Cibecue Apache chieftain and medicine man, preached of a return to the old
ways before the reservation system and of the resurrection of dead leadersan idea that was in stark contrast to traditional Apache beliefs. As more Natives were drawn to his movement, whites became fearful of an uprising;
subsequently Col. Eugene Carr was ordered to arrest Nock-ay-det-klinne.
Carr, accompanied by seventy-nine enlisted men, five officers (Troops D and
E, Sixth U.S. Cavalry), twenty-three scouts (Company A, Indian scouts), and
an assortment of interpreters, guides, and packers, marched to Cibecue
Creek, forty-five miles northwest of Fort Apache. Under tense conditions,
Carr made the arrest but then lost control of the situation. In quick order, the
villagers attacked, Carr's Indian scouts turned on the white troops, and the
soldiers killed Nock-ay-det-klinne.
Shortly after the skirmish took place, rumors spread that Carr and his command had been wiped out. Although untrue, the rumors did fire the fears of
both an undermanned military and the local white population. Giving credence to the military's belief that the attack at Cibecue was premeditated,
White Mountain Apaches attacked Fort Apache, setting off a war. It was a
short-lived conflict without many bullets, and the war quickly fizzled out
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when warriors and Indian scouts either surrendered or were captured. During the process of bringing the war to conclusion and placing the scouts on
trial, a power struggle developed between Gen. Orlando Willcox, who commanded the Department of Arizona, and Col. Ranald Mackenzie, who was
ordered to Arizona to end the hostilities. As the war with the White Mountains wound down, the Chiricahua Apaches escaped from the San Carlos
Reservation, continuing to fuel unrest in the territory. Three scouts were
eventually hung for their participation in the mutiny.
Collins documents the events as they happened, presenting mainly the
military perspective, which he pulled from a variety of primary sources. He
knows Carr's movement toward the Cibecue village, where Carr's men were
shortly after the arrest was made, and where the Apaches (both villagers and
scouts) were when the clash erupted. In total control of his subject matter,
he knows his cast of characters. At no time is the reader confused as to whom
the current player is in the drama. White Mountain scouts Dandy Jim, Dead
Shot, and Skippy, along with White Mountain leaders Pedro, Alchesay, and
Sanchez, all play key roles. Indian Agent Joseph Capron Tiffany, who is often maligned, is seen as a man working for his wards. The military is also well
represented, especially General Willcox.
Toward the end of the tome, Collins quotes several White Mountain statements regarding the events covered. These are terrific, and it is too bad they
were not incorporated into the chronology of the uprising. Indeed, if a weakness must be noted, it is that the story is told primarily from the white point
of view. That aside, I highly recommend Apache Nightmare.

Louis Kraft
North Hollywood, California

Buffalo Soldiers and Officers of the Ninth Cavalry, 1867-1898: Black and
White Together. By Charles L. Kenner. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1999. x + 384 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index.
$26,95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3158-6)
This is another contribution to the growing literature on the Buffalo Soldiers in the United States Army during the late nineteenth-century Indian
Wars. Charles L. Kenner has organized his volume around biographical
sketches of several Ninth Cavalry officers. He devotes a chapter each to white
commissioned officers Edward Hatch, Edward Heyl, Ambrose Hooker, Guy
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Henry, Charles Parker, Matthais Day, John ConIine, and Charles Beyer.
Francis Dodge and Peter Cleary share one chapter and Charles Merritt and
George Burnett share another. Briefer sketches on Patrick Cusack, Henry
Carroll, and Albert Morrow constitute a final chapter on the regiment's white
commissioned officers. As a result of diligent research, these fifteen sketches
contain considerable new material and provide fresh interpretations of the
personal and military activities of these leaders. This author does not own a
whitewash brush but neither is he a skeptic. Each officer receives praise and
criticism, recognition of success and failure, and an overall honest assessment.
Four black noncommissioned officers are dealt with in separate chapters:
Emanuel Stance, Brent Woods, Alexander Jones, and Richard Dickerson.
The author devotes two chapters to three black commissioned officers: John
Alexander and Charles Young (West Point graduates) and Chaplain Henry
Plummer. He essentially ignores Henry Flipper, and rightly so, for he has
received more attention in the literature than all other black officers combined. Despite the book's title, two chapters are devoted to John Jackson, a
white citizen, and James Miller, a black enlisted man, but their stories are
interesting and relevant to the Ninth's activities.
Although this volume is organized around biographical sketches, it does not
present its chapter subjects independently of each other. The author has
avoided the temptation to write each sketch as an entity unto itself, and in doing
so weaves the story of the Ninth's activities with surprisingly little repetition.
This volume's most important contribution is the author's handling ofthe
subject of race relations. Throughout are descriptions of racial incidents and
relationships that the author presents clearly and then interprets in the context of their times. Kenner pulls no punches as he searches for facts and expresses his opinions in this area. Any volume on the military in the late
nineteenth century must include passages on inept leadership, courts-martial, personal fights, drunkenness, and Medal of Honor winners. This volume
goes beyond traditional subjects as the author writes on one neglected side
of the military. His research led him to incidents of homosexuality, and he
writes just enough to remind us that the subject deserves more attention.
This is an excellent study of the Ninth Cavalry's activities and should not
be prejudged because the author has chosen to approach the subject via
biographical sketches.
Monroe Billington
Ruidoso, New Mexico
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Prehistoric Warfare in the American Southwest. By Steven A. LeBlanc. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1999. xi + 400 pp. Illustrations, maps,
tables, appendix, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-581-3.)
In this unwavering treatise, LeBlanc not only argues that warfare was present, but that it was also a central social practice that accounts for much of the
prehistoric Southwest's archaeological record. The result is a volume in which
most readers will find as many points of debate as agreement. LeBlanc's work
successfully articulates why warfare needs to be systematically incorporated
into models of prehistoric southwestern behavior.
The book consists of a preface, eight chapters, and an appendix. Chapter 1
provides an overview of prehistoric warfare. LeBlanc identifies the interconnected variables of carrying capacity and environment as the underlying causes
ofsouthwestern warfare. When indigenous populations increased naturally or
through in-migration and/or environmental conditions deteriorated, warfare
increased. The second chapter describes the practice and material evidence of
warfare. The author views site configuration, location, size, and settlement
clustering from the perspective of defensive advantage. Burned sites are seen
as the result ofwarfare. Chapter 3 details the implements ofwarfare, including
many artifacts that have not traditionally been considered weapons.
Chapters 4 through 7 and the appendix present the archaeological evidence for warfare that LeBlanc divides into three periods - early, middle, and
late. LeBlanc's Early Period, documented in chapter 4, encompasses nearly
two millennia, ending approximately A.D. 900. During this time, warfare was
largely limited to the upland areas of the Southwest and intensified toward
the period's end. Given sampling considerations and the period's duration,
one wonders if Early Period warfare should be considered "endemic." In
chapter 5, LeBlanc discusses the Middle Period (A.D. 900-1250) during which
he notes a general decline in warfare between A.D. 900-1150. Although the
systemic violence associated with many Chacoan-era settlements is not considered warfare per se, LeBlanc extensively discusses A.D. 900-1150 as a time
of declining warfare. A more complete understanding of prehistoric social
behavior must address intracommunity and intragroup violence. The end of
the Middle Period (A.D.1l50-1250) receives scant treatment, although many
interpret this interval as critical to understanding aggregation and associated
social developments. Chapter 6 addresses the Late Period, A.D. 1250 to European contact, during which LeBlanc interprets the Southwest as "engulfed
in warfare" (p. 197)' Climatic deterioration intensified warfare which, in turn,
resulted in the construction and clustering of massive settlements. LeBlanc
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argues for the political integration ofmultiple sites with defense and the capability for offense as the organizing principles. Chapter 7 extends treatment of
the Late Period and, to this reader, represents the only discussion in the book
where LeBlanc considers behavior relative to larger issues such as "alliances,
social complexity, and trade" (p. 277)' The chapter consists of briefsections in
which categories ofbehavior or evidence central to alternative explanations are
reconsidered in light ofwarfare. Chapter 8 consists ofa brief recapitulation and
poses several questions. The appendix presents settlement cluster details.
Scholars interested in approaches emphasizing social agency will be disappointed; LeBlanc's emphasis on environmental causality fails to account for
individual action. Those with regional expertise may be surprised by LeBlanc's
treatment of primary data, and many will disagree with his interpretations. This
is a common response to such encompassing treatments, but to dismiss the
entirety of LeBlanc's argument is to miss the significance ofthis work. LeBlanc
clearly presents a case for warfare that all scholars must address. As future research addresses warfare, more satisfying and behaviorally complete accounts
of southwestern prehistory should emerge.
Andrew 1. Duff
Crow Canyon Archaeological Center

Comstock Women: The Making

of a Mining Community. Edited by Ronald

M. James and C. Elizabeth Raymond. Wilbur S. Shepperson Series in History and Humanities. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1998. xi + 394 pp.
38 halftones, illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24-95 paper, ISBN 0-87417-297-7.)
Elizabeth Raymond and Ronald James have collected a dozen articles
that examine and expose the complexities of women's lives in nineteenthcentury mining communities. The Comstock encompassed the mining region ofVirginia City, Gold Hill, Silver City, and Carson City, Nevada, which
experienced a boom beginning in the 1860s and peaking in 1875. Unlike most
studies of mining communities, which are either scholarly or popular in nature, these articles are a splendid mixture of both.
Many of the authors in this collection draw upon the recently completed
Nevada Census Project, which encoded the manuscript census for Storey
County, Nevada, from 1860 to 1910. Uniformity of source material and the
longitudinal nature of that material has allowed Comstock historians a
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unique opportunity to examine the richness and disparity of women's lives
over an unusually long period of time-and the results are revealing. We
discover that prostitution, while perhaps the most visible female occupation,
was never the largest employer of women. Service sector niches such as
hostelry, sewing, washing, domestic service, and child care constituted the
bulk of women's paid (and unpaid) occupations. Creative and spiritual
women employed themselves as fortunetellers. Readers also learn that divorce was not uncommon, and the records of divorce cases reveal that Comstock women's lives often had a dark and unpleasant private side.
Raymond and James have grouped the essays into four sections. The first,
"At Home in a Mining Town," includes an excellent essay by Sharon Lowe
examining the relationship between gender and opium smoking on the Comstock, and also contains a disturbing look at domestic violence by Karthryn
Dunn Totton. The second group of essays on women's work includes an article
by Anne Butler on missionary women -a long-overdue topic for mining scholarship that points to the need for similar studies in other mining regions. In the
third section, essays by Sue Fawn Chung, Eugene Hattori, and Ronald James
assert that mining towns nearly always replicated strict class and ethnic divisions
present within the larger society. For women, this fact often had particularly
harsh results. In the final section, images (often based on Mark Twain's observations) and reality of women's lives on the Comstock (as evidenced by the
findings of the other authors in the volume) are reexamined through historical and archaeological sources. These explorations combined with the other
essays in the collection, provide a broad overview and a keen interpretation of
women's lives in late-nineteenth-century Nevada.
Most anthologies suffer from one of two problems: either the articles do
not fit together in content and argument, or the essays appear uneven in quality and style. Comstock Women suffers from neither. The two introductory
essays provide an excellent overview of the context within which Nevada
women lived and worked. Despite the authors' disparate backgrounds in
history, archaeology, historic preservation, museum work, and demography,
the writers have contributed scholarly, yet accessible, essays on women's lives
and experiences on the Comstock Lode. I recommend Comstock Women to
mining and gender historians, as well as to any scholar looking for an example
of an excellent historical anthology.
Charlene Porsild
Montana Historical Society
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Becoming Citizens: The Emergence and Development of the California Women's Movement, 1890-1911. By Gayle Gullett. Women in American History
Series. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000. xiii + 272 pp. Halftones,
notes, bibliography, index. $42.50 cloth, ISBN 0-252-025°3-2, $18,95 paper, ISBN
0-252-06818-1.)
This history of a state campaign for woman suffrage is distinguished by its
focus on the forming of a "movement." Gayle Gullett has tracked carefully
the organizational history and the political development of California women's suffrage efforts, which failed in 1896 but triumphed in 1911. Her narrative shows that women's social and civic activism and their intent to gain
the vote were not two separate projects, but were very complementary, and
usually powered by the same actors. From the "organized womanhood" of
the 1870S and 1880s to the "civic altruism" of the years after 1900, California
activists invented political roles for themselves emphasizing the "pure" moral
authority, nonpartisan public spirit, and fresh perspective that they could
offer as women; at the same time, they proclaimed their rights to freedom to
act, justice under the law, and fair economic opportunities. They saw no conflict between these two kinds of aims. Middle-class California women's demands for full citizenship began with claims of their "right to work" outside
the home in the 1870S and 1880s, Gullet shows, echoing Mari Jo Buhle's general finding decades ago in Women and American Socialism (1981). Gullett
also details (as did Buhle) the importance of the Women's Christian Temperance Union in leading women to broader social activism.
Gullett's account traces successive organizational incarnations of women's civic efforts, a crescendo building from the late 1890S to the 1911 success. She lends Californian specificity to the familiar story of clubwomen's
pursuit of urban environmental regulations, playground construction, juvenile courts, and the harnessing of machine politics, and sets these nonpartisan good works on partisan political ground. Following recent political
histories such as Michael Goldberg's An Army of Women: Gender and Politics in Gilded Age Kansas (1998), Gullet is well aware that activist women
were drawn to (and to an extent courted by) both the Republican and the
People's parties. She traces the productive intersection between woman suffragists' increasing outreach in the early twentieth century and the rise of a
progressive, "good-government" faction of Republicans, whose aims the suffragists mostly shared.
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Gullett acknowledges most white and prosperous suffragists' understanding of themselves as agents of civilization, superior to "the slums" and their
poorer, darker-skinned immigrant, African American and Asian American
denizens. She mentions many dissensions besetting the movement as it grew,
arising from women's differences of ethnicity, occupation, wealth, and ideological attachments. She finds-as the campaigners did after their 1896 defeat-that opposition to women voting was far stronger among the rich, in
fact, than among "slum" districts. Yet she declines to find drama in these
antagonisms or to highlight one element above another. No conflict bulks
larger than a stick in a stream; the current continues to flow, producing a
movement of suffragists intending to claim their full citizenship.
Nancy F. Cott
Yale University

Honorable Exiles: A Chilean Woman in the Twentieth Century. By Lillian
Lorca de Tagle, edited by Joy Billington and Chris Lucas. (Austin: University
ofTexas Press, 2000. xv + 214 pp. 22 halftones. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-716060, $16,95 paper, ISBN 0-292-71609-5.)
Recent years have witnessed

aconsiderable surge in testimonial and au-

tobiographical works by Latin American women. From Rigoberta Menchu's
important, albeit controversial, memoir to the life histories of female maquila
workers, revolutionaries, and activists, many Latin American women have
shared the triumphs and trials oftheir lived experiences with us. Lillian Lorca
de Tagle's Honorable Exiles represents a wonderful new contribution to this
growing body of female-centered testimonial literature. The vivid recounting of her childhood dreams and adult disappointments provides us with a
poignant vision of her fascinating life as a woman living in a century of
momentous economic, political, and social transformations.
Drawing on family stories, photographs, and her own personal memories,
Lorca de Tagle weaves together the tapestry of her life from 1914 to 1996. As
the child of a Chilean Foreign Service Officer, she lived a life of considerable
luxury coupled with frequent periods of geographical and cultural dislocation. Her time spent at a Catholic boarding school in Brussels and extended
stays in France, Germany, and various Latin American countries taught the
author to navigate the rough waters of the immigrant experience, a skill that
served her throughout her life. Through failed marriages, widowhood, di-
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vorce, motherhood, rape, and sexual harassment, Lorca de Tagle maintained
a strong sense of self. However, in 1952 she encountered her most difficult life
challenge: she was ordered to leave Chile by her overbearing mother. Faced
with the harsh reality oflife as a "circumstantial exile" (p. xi), and with only
$150 in her pocket, Lorca de Tagle boarded a Swiss nitrate ship and set off to
make a new life for herself and her two small daughters in the United States.
At a time when few women worked outside their homes, this resourceful and
trilingual immigrant quickly found employment in Washington, D.C. Over
the course of her remarkable career, Lorca de Tagle worked as assistant editor of Americas magazine, correspondent for Voice ofAmerica, and cultural
affairs officer, eventually receiving the Order of Morazan from the government of Honduras for her years of relief work.
Honorable Exiles is the captivating story of a twentieth-century Latin
American woman's experience. Always hovering between two worlds-the
nostalgic world of her childhood in Chile and the new life she made for herself in the United States - Lorca de Tagle provides a vivid picture of the economic, social, political, and emotional issues facing immigrant women.
Furthermore, the author tells her story with tremendous courage, sincerity,
candor, and humor. Students ofwomen's studies and/or modern Latin American history will undoubtedly find this book engaging and insightful.
Tiffany A. Thomas
University of New Mexico

Voices from Exile: Violence and Survival in Modem Maya History. By Victor
Montejo. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. xiv + 287 pp. Illustrations, maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $25.95 cloth, ISBN 0-80613171-3.)
Voices from Exile is a beautifully written yet horrific description of man's
inhumanity to man. Returning to many of the same themes he developed in

Testimony: Death ofa Guatemalan Village (1987), Victor Montejo describes
and explains the Guatemalan military's vicious and abhorrent attack on the
nation's Mayan population that resulted in the deaths of tens of thousands
and forced many more into exile. Reading this book was extremely difficult,
for these victims are not nameless people from a far-away land; the Indians
comprise twenty-seven of the sixty-five political asylum cases in which I
served as pro bono expert witness. Thus as Montejo describes the massacres,
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rapes, familial destruction, and cultural genocide, I once again see the anguished and terrified faces ofthe men, women, and children who I defended
over the past eight years.
The depth and breadth of Voices from Exile is so profound that it is impossible to do the work justice in these few lines. I have, therefore, opted to discuss several of Montejo's principal themes. In the first chapters of the book,
Montejo explains the origins of violence within a particular region of Guatemala, as well as the perceptions of the ladino (mestizo) guerrillas, the military, and the indigenous peoples. Since the author speaks only two of the
many Maya dialects, he confines his study to the people of the Kuchumatan
highlands ofthe department of Huehuetenango that abuts the southern Mexican state of Chiapas. Violence did not begin in the Kuchumatan region;
rumors of death and destruction preceded its actual appearance. What is
important to note is that the indigenous peoples feared and hated both the
guerrillas and the military. Conversely, the ladino guerrillas and the military
fostered no respect for the Indians.
The military held an especially ruthless attitude toward the Maya, marking all ofthem for death-to be Maya was to be subversive. Although the 1982
overthrow of General Romeo Lucas Garcia seemed to provide some hope for
the Maya, the regime of General Jose Efrafn Rfos Montt proved even more
deadly and invasive. New death squads formed and the counterinsurgency
capability of the Guatemalan military increased exponentially-as did the
massacres-with massive aid from the United States. At the same time, the
Maya found themselves forced to join civil patrols-failure to join served as
ipso facto proof that one was a guerrilla. Montejo describes the civil patrols
and their impact on village life and Maya culture particularly well. The
author also allows former civil patrol members and their victims to speak for
themselves. Since the Maya men patrolled constantly, in their absence the
army systematically raped Maya women, creating social and cultural conditions completely alien to the Maya: "The army thus promoted the destruction of moral values, honesty, cultural traditions, and life itself" (p. 79)'
Subsequent chapters follow the people of Kuchumatan's "Trail of Tears"
to the refugee camps in Mexico. Elie Wiesel, a holocaust victim, said:
"There is some honor attached to the name [refugee]. To be a refugee from
Nazi Germany or Stalinist Russia was an honor, a privilege. It still is."
Montejo replies, "the Guatemalan Maya refugees have managed to escape
from the bloody army of Guatemala, and as survivors of that holocaust they
also are entitled to respect. Unfortunately, the genocide suffered by the Maya
has largely remained unknown, not only to the world, but also to the rest of
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Guatemala" (pp. 196-97)' Life in the refugee camps was devastating. The
Guatemalan Indians were harassed and persecuted by Mexican officials and
even the Mexican Maya. They had no land and no families. The camps were
often moved, divided, eliminated, or ignored. All of these difficult circumstances further disrupted Maya culture.
Remarkably, however, the Maya developed effective strategies of survival.
First, they relied on their language to maintain their culture and to protect
themselves against their enemies. Secondly, the Maya remain a deeply religious people, and despite the hardships, most refugees were able to continue
their traditional prayers, songs, processions, and ritual burials of their dead.
Nevertheless, many of their children lost the rituals and prayers of their parents and adopted those of the Mexican Maya instead. The camps shaped and
changed gender roles and family relations. The men drank less, consequently
becoming less abusive toward their spouses. This trend had begun earlier in
Guatemala when the army simply "disappeared" drunks. The mutual respect
and tolerance between genders that had been all but obliterated by fear in
Guatemala appeared once again.
Montejo concludes that the Maya culture underwent a major transformation as a result of refugee camp experiences. The Maya Indians became politicized and questioned their social and political status in Guatemala,
particularly in relation to the ladinos; they became aware and proud of their
"Mayanness;" and they now seek to understand their "relationship to a
greater underlying Maya tradition that gives them a Maya identity" (p. 204)'
Finally, Montejo treats the tremendously sensitive topic of "returning
home." At first, the Guatemalan government wanted the refugees to return
in response to the huge international human rights outcry. Then the Mexicans applied pressure, especially after the Zapatista uprising in 1994, citing
the "leftist tendencies" of the Guatemalans. International agencies and the
Maya themselves created organizations to foster the resettling in their homelands. In 1996, however, over 50 percent of the refugees still remained in
Mexico. Many of the Maya will never return to Guatemala and remain a
forgotten people in a land that they can never call their own. Amidst this
failure Montejo maintains hope for the future: "Our ability to be Mayas is not
limited to anyone place or time. It is not forever rooted in the past. It can be
our identity and our strength wherever we are. And that identity and strength
can also guide Guatemala to a better future" (p. 243)'
Thomas M. Davies Jr.
San Diego State University
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The French in Central America: Culture and Commerce, 1820-1930. By Thomas D. Schoonover. Latin American Silhouettes Series. (Wilmington, Del.:

Scholarly Resources, 2000. xxv + 244 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8420-2792-0.)
When one considers the subject of foreign involvement in Central
America, the French generally do not leap to mind. Aside from their role in
the abortive first attempt to build a canal in Panama, France was clearly overshadowed in Central America by Great Britain, the United States, and Germany. In this copiously documented work incorporating archival sources
from France and half a dozen other countries, Thomas Schoonover sheds
light on the less studied activities of France in the isthmian republics.
Central American commerce was not of tremendous importance to
France. According to Schoonover's figures, neither imports from Central
America nor exports to that region ever amounted to so much as two-tenths
of one percent of France's total world trade. On the other hand, France did
import 20 percent or more of various isthmian countries' exports at different
times during this period. The French military mission at the turn of the
century shaped the Guatemalan military and also stimulated French arms
sales to Guatemala and its neighbors. However, for the isthmus as a whole,
France's role as a creditor was ultimately more significant than its commercial ties. Schoonover reevaluates the amount of French investment in Central America, arguing that "[fJrom 1880 until 1903, French financiers were the
largest foreign investors on the isthmus"(p. 192).
On occasion, Central American leaders attempted to enlist the French as
a counterweight to mounting encroachment by Britain and the United States.
However, France's hopes for dominating the isthmus were quashed fairly early,
and Schoonover's narrative documents an abundance of commercial projects
vetoed by French ministers, mainly out of a desire to avoid antagonizing the
United States.
Despite the book's subtitle, commerce receives much greater emphasis
than culture in Schoonover's treatment. Furthermore, although Schoonover
discusses a few French cultural initiatives, including efforts to extend French
language instruction, he usually interprets them as steps directed solely toward increasing France's economic influence in the region. This proclivity
for economic explanations may be attributed to Schoonover's firm embrace
of world systems theory; that said, however, the balance between the
"metropole" and the "periphery" in his analysis is about as even-handed as
one could hope for, particularly in light of the woefully inadequate sources
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throughout much of Central America itself. This book will be of greatest
interest to students of imperialist rivalries and the history of foreign relations.
Doug Tompson

University of Florida

The Japanese Conspiracy: The Oahu Sugar Strike of 1920. By Masayo Umezawa Duus. Translated by Beth Cary, adapted by Peter Duus. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999. xiii + 375 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-520-20484-0, $18,95 paper, ISBN 0-52020485-9.)
At the height of the "Hundred-Percent-Americanism" campaign and the
Red Scare of 1919, the United States passed the Johnson-Reed Immigration
Act in 1924. This law restricted immigrants from southeastern Europe, excluded all Asians, and represented a culmination of the xenophobia that
spread throughout the country during this period. Masayo Umezawa Duus
argues that two incidents, which transpired in the territory of Hawaii prior to
1924, played key roles in the enactment of the 1924 Immigration Act.
In January 1920, the Federation of Japanese Labor went on strike against
the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association (HSPA) after its workers were denied a wage increase. Six months later, the house of the HSPA interpreter,
Juzaburo Sakamaki, was dynamited. The bombing suspects included Japanese Labor Federation leaders who had led the strike; fifteen of these men
were tried and convicted, due in large part to the trumped-up charges levied
against them by the plantation owners who felt threatened by the strikers.
Simultaneously, the HSPA sent delegates to Washington, D.C., to spread the
propaganda of a Japanese conspiracy to takeover Hawaii and ultimately the
U.S. mainland. Plantation owners campaigned for the exclusion of Japanese
workers and the re-importation of Chinese "coolies," citing that Chinese
laborers were better suited for Americanization. Ironically, their campaign
backfired, instead resulting in the exclusion of all Asian immigrants.
A Japanese non-fiction writer, Masayo Duus has composed many publications on Japanese immigration to the United States, including Tokyo Rose:
The Orphan ofthe Pacific (1979)' In this latest work she skillfully intertwines
the story of Japanese laborers in Hawaii, the Hawaiian ruling class, U.S.
immigration policies, and U.S.-Japan relations using previously untapped
sources such as the transcripts from the 1920 trial, Federal Bureau of Inves-
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tigation records, Japanese-language newspapers, and oral interviews. The
book, however, undermines how Hawaiian labor situations differed from
experiences in the continental United States. For example, Duus would have
better served her arguments by providing further context on why Hawaii
asked the U.S. government to reestablish Chinese immigration. Moreover,
the alleged Japanese conspiracy proposed by the HSPA overshadows the roles
Japanese laborers played in Hawaiian industries at the time of the strike. On
the whole, however, this book is an important contribution to the history of
the Japanese Americans in Hawaii and of U.S. immigration policies in the
early-twentieth century.
Kyoko K. Fujisaka
University ofWisconsin, Madison

Tracks to the Sea: Galveston and the Western Railroad Development, 18661900. By Earle B. Young. Centennial Series of the Association of Former Students, TexasA&M University, vol. 83. (College Station: TexasA&M University Press, 1999. xi + 158 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$29.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-89096-883-7.)

The railroad history of Texas is rich and colorful. Stunted by distant location, political unrest, and the Civil War, the state's rail miles remained insignificant-307 in 1860 and only increasing to 711 a decade later. Yet by 1890
Texas claimed 8,613 rail miles; this amount doubled to 17,069 by 193o-more
miles than any other state. These miles consisted of major cross-country
routes such as the Southern Pacific line between El Paso and Orange (933
miles); short lines that served particular industries or geographic regions;
great systems that stretched through branches and secondary main lines; and
some trains that headed for ports or potential ports along the Gulf ofMexico.
The port of Galveston was included in a number ofplans sponsored by legitimate and determined entrepreneurs and promoters as well as those of dreamers and schemers.
Considering the current prominence of Houston in Texas Gulf Coast
shipping, it is easy to overlook the historical importance of Galveston. However, after Galveston gained a twenty-five-foot channel to the Gulflate in the
nineteenth century, it rivaled New Orleans and far surpassed Houston until
the rise of oil and petrochemical industries. Railroads, as Earle B. Young
points out in this book, not only delivered a monumental tonnage of cotton
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to the Galveston wharves but also were integral to deep-water navigation in
domestic and international haulage. Small wonder that Galvestonians eagerly sought the railroads and promoted them. Young makes this case very
well. He likewise demonstrates the symbiotic relationship between Galveston partisans and railroad moguls such as Jay Gould and Collis P. Huntington, who headed the giant railroads that came to serve the port city. His
treatment of George Sealy and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad is
especially strong. Missing from the book, however, is adequate context of
how the Galveston railroad story fits into the broader history of urban/railroad
development in United States. Absent also is any meaningful attention to the
Houston-Galveston rivalry or background on the pioneer Galveston, Houston & Henderson railroad line that connected Galveston to Houston before
the civil war. A handful of illustrations are tossed in at the end of the book,
giving the impression of an afterthought, and the work suffers from a grievous lack of high quality maps. Despite these shortcomings, Tracks to the Sea
will be especially valued by railroad and urban historians as well as those
devoted to the history of Galveston and Texas.
Don L. Hofsommer
St. Cloud State University

We Were Innocents: An Infantryman in Korea. By William D. Dannenmaier.
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999. 230 pp. Halftones, maps, bibliography. $26,95 cloth, ISBN 0-252-02449-4, $18,95 paper, ISBN 0-252-06926-9.)
William D. Dannenmaier has written a memoir rich in the human experience of war. Dannenmaier served as an infantryman in the Korean War and
sent home a steady stream of letters about his army days. These letters provide the core for his book of experiences and prove, once again, that the
ordinary soldier's day-to-day correspondence has much to say about war and
the transformation from civilian to warrior. Molded with narrative he added
later, Dannenmaier's correspondence paints a disturbing portrait of infantry
life in combat.
The rifleman endured a life on the line marked by tension and long periods of boredom. One of Dannenmaier's peers suggested that the boredom
explained why so many of them volunteered for dangerous patrols. They
were desperate to escape the boredom. Dannenmaier fills his correspondence with tales of patrol duty and the routine presence of death. He de-
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scribes how his comrades used humor to overcome the most terrible of times.
Moreover, he elaborates on his anger over poor leadership, the mishandling
of men on the front lines, and the increasing resentment for rear area troops.
Release from combat did not, however, insure the tranquility for which all
soldiers like Dannenmaier yearned. Haunted by serious medical problems
and continuing psychological difficulties after the war, Dannenmaier suffered acutely through his postwar career. He recounts his difficulty readjusting to the work place and further details an unusual return to Korea as a
government psychologist.
We Were Innocents is an important addition to the growing literature of
citizen-soldier memoirs that began appearing near the end of the twentieth
century. This book's strength lies in its war narrative and Dannenmaier's discussion of his experiences at home after the conflict. His continuing struggle
with the nightmare of war adds to our knowledge of combat fatigue and its
long-term impact on our society. I recommend this volume to all who are
interested in the human side of war.
Vernon L. Williams
Abilene Christian University

The Void, the Grid, and the Sign: Traversing the Great Basin. By William L.
Fox. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2000. xii + 227 pp. Maps, bibliography. $21.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-649-6.)
I was struck by the experience ofmoving deeper into unfamiliar terrain over
the course of William L. Fox's creative nonfiction narrative, which draws the
reader's senses into the environment of the Great Basin. As the title suggests,
The Void, the Grid, and the Sign is divided into three interlocking sections.
"The Void" centers on the sculptures of Mike Heizer, whose monumental
pieces echo the architecture ofthe Egyptian and Olmec cultures. These pieces
provide focal and vantage points on the daunting landscape of the Great Basin. In this section, Fox cleverly plays off multiple myths of the region, including the popular Western genre and alien spacecraft sightings. He demonstrates
that these myths both under- and overstate the contemporary human relationship with the place: the region becomes far more alien than the fabulous stories ofArea 51 would grant, yet Fox's analysis also reveals far more historical and
cultural depth to the Great Basin than we might otherwise suppose.
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"The Grid" explicates the human compulsion to map even the most inhospitable terrain and will speak most directly to readers of this historical
journal. As the author explains, "the grid" is part of our central cognitive
processing of the world, our need to segment and control space. Fox links
mapping mania to American ideology by demonstrating how the Jeffersonian
agrarian dream took shape as the Homestead Act, which divided even the
void into quarter sections available for human habitation. The various expeditions of John Charles Fremont exemplify these concrete attempts to "gridiron" the Great Basin.
The most engaging section for this reader, "The Sign," describes the rock
art that is scattered throughout the region. In this final section, Fox follows
in the footsteps of Alvin McLane, hiker and rock hound extraordinaire who
uncovers various human efforts to leave an imprint on a seemingly blank,
impervious space. The petroglyphs and pictographs provide a prehistoric
predecessor to Heizer's contemporary sculptures. Fox is struck by the ultimate indecipherability ofthe rock art. Yet the hunger for signs ofprior human
occupation, for a human connection to this challenging place, drives many
people to criss-cross the Great Basin in search of these elusive markers. Ultimately, readers will see that art, in its many manifestations, provides a
needed counterpoint to the grid.
I have a few minor quibbles with this work. Fox should havc included
sketches of Heizer's sculptures to help visualize their effect against the stark
landscape of the Great Basin. Moreover, the author becomes repetitious in
his use and analysis of "the grid." Overall, however, this work encourages a
deeper engagement with a daunting, often overlooked western place.
Ken Egan Jr.
Rocky Mountain College

Educating the U.S. Army: Arthur L. Wagner and Reform, 1875-19°2. By T. R.
Brereton. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000. xviii + 173 pp. Halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8°32-13°1-8.)
T. R. Brereton has written the first biography of Arthur L. Wagner, a relatively little known but important figure in the reform and modernization of
the U.S. Army. Wagner, a West Point graduate of 1875, served seven years as
an infantry officer on the Great Plains before embarking on a career devoted
almost entirely to military education and staff work. Following a stint as a
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military science professor at a Florida college, Wagner received in 1886 his
most influential assignment: instructor at the Infantry and Cavalry School at
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He rapidly emerged as one of the more active
members of a generation of young military intellectuals who sought to instill
professional standards into the U.S. Army as it moved out ofthe Indian-fighting era. Wagner collaborated in the revision ofthe army's tactical doctrine in
response to the introduction of modern weaponry, and, based on his study of
military history, he composed textbooks on military procedure and theory
that long remained standard in army schools. Moreover, he was a pioneer in
the development of the "applicatory method" of military instruction, by
which officer-students were taught to solve practical military problems in the
field. Largely through Wagner's efforts, the Fort Leavenworth Training
School shed its early image as a "kindergarten" for the remedial instruction
of underachieving junior officers and became the nucleus of the army's
emerging system of postgraduate professional education.
Beginning in 1896, Wagner took on a series of key staff assignments that
included: chief of the army's military intelligence branch; a member of the
army-navy strategy planning board for the Spanish-American War; an intelligence officer during the invasion of Cuba; and the adjutant general of a field
command in the Filipino-American War. During the early 19oos, he supported
Secretary ofWar Elihu Root's efforts to institute military reform, serving as the
director of the Army War College and as a member of the newly established
general staff. Throughout his career, Wagner stressed the need to base training
on actual war conditions, and in the years before his death in 1905 he was instrumental in the army's adoption oflarge-scale field maneuvers.
Apparently because Wagner left few personal letters, Brereton heavily
bases his account on his subject's books and articles and on official army records. Thus Wagner's personality and private life appear only sporadically and
dimly. Moreover, in making a case for Wagner's originality, the author may
exaggerate the hidebound traditionalism and anti-intellectualism ofthe nineteenth-century officer corps. Before the Civil War at least, many officers
actively promoted professional education, revised tactics and policy in light
of changing technology, and adapted European military science to the
American service. Perhaps Wagner's most important role was his part in reviving and sustaining the long-term trend toward military professionalization
that was rooted in the antebellum era, but was partially suspended during the
Indian wars ofthe late nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the author convincingly places Wagner in the context of the military reform movement of his
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time and links him to broader trends toward scientific management and professional training associated with the Progressive Era. Brereton's slender book
builds on the work of Timothy Nenninger, Carol Reardon, and other historians of the army's educational system and fills a gap in the historiography of
military modernization at the turn of the twentieth century.
William B. Skelton
University

of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
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Adios to Tears: The Memoirs ofa Japanese-Peruvian Internee in U.S. Concentration Camps. By Seiichi Higashide. (1993; reprint, with a foreword by C.
Harvey Gardiner, preface by Elsa H. Kudo, and epilogue by Julie Small,
Seattle: University ofWashington Press, 2000. ix + 259 pp. 13 halftones, maps,
bibliography, index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-295-97914-3.)

Alcohol in Ancient Mexico. By Henry J. Bruman, foreword by Peter Frust.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2000. xii + 158 pp. Halftones, illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. ho.oo
cloth, ISBN 0-87480-658-5')

America's Public Holidays, 1865-1920. By Ellen M. Litwicki. (Washington,
D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000. ix + 293 pp. 27 halftones, illustrations, notes, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 1-56098-863-0.)
The Animals Came Dancing: Native American Sacred Ecology and Animal
Kinship. By Howard L. Harrod. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2000.
xxv + 170 pp. Map, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-20267, $17·95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-2027-5.)
Cahokia: The Great Native American Metropolis. By Biloine Whiting Young
and Melvin L. Fowler. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000. xi + 366 pp.
Halftones, illustrations, maps, charts, notes, glossary, bibliography, index.
$55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-252-02502-4, $24.95 paper, ISBN 0-252-06821-1.)
Children ofFacundo: Caudillo and Gaucho Insurgency During the Argentine
State-Formation Process (La Rioja, 1853-1870). By Ariel de la Fuente.
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2000. xiii + 249 pp. Halftones, map,
charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $54.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2582-9,
$18.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-2596-9.)
The Coming of the Spirit of Pestilence: Introduced Infectious Diseases and
Population Decline among Northwest Coast Indians, 1774-1874- By Robert
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Boyd. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999. xv + 403 pp. Halftones,
illustrations, maps, tables, notes, appendixes, bibliography, index. $50.00
cloth,

ISBN

0-295-97837-6.)

(Con)Fusing Signs and Postmodern Positions: Spanish American Performance, Experimental Writing, and the Critique of Political Confusion. By
Robert Neustadt. Latin American Studies Series, vol. 15. (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1999. xxi + 206 pp. Halftones, illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8153-3272-6.)

Containing the Poor: The Mexico City Poor House, 1774-1871. By Silvia Marina
Arrom. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. xii + 398 pp. Halftones,
illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, glossary, bibliography,
index. $59.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8223-2527-6, $19.95 paper,

ISBN

0-8223-2561-6.)

Dona Maria's Story: Life History, Memory, and Political Identity. By Daniel
James. Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations Series.
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. xv + 316 pp. Halftones, notes,
index. $54.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8223-2455-5, $18,95 paper,

ISBN

0-8223-2492-X.)

Elizabeth Catlett: An American Artist in Mexico. By Melanie Ann Herzog.
Jacob Lawrence Series on American Artists. (Seattle: University ofWashington Press, 2000. xvi + 240 pp. 16 color photographs, 11l duotone, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-295-97940-2.)

Exploring Coast Salish Prehistory: The Archaeology of San Juan Island. By
Julie K Stein. Burke Museum Monograph 8. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2001. ix + 126 pp. Halftones, 9 maps, table, bibliography, index.
$17·95 paper,

ISBN

0-295-97957-7.)

From Moon Goddesses to Virgins: The Colonization of Yucatecan Maya
Sexual Desire. By Pete Sigal. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000. xxii +
320 pp. 14line drawings, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-29277744-2, $19·95 paper,

ISBN

0-292-77753-1.)

The Gold Rush Diary ofRamon Gil Navarro. By Ramon Gil Navarro, edited
and translated by Marfa del Carmen Ferreyra and David S. Reher. (Lincoln:
University ofNebraska Press, 2000. xx + 305 pp. Halftones, maps, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 ISBN 0-8032-3343-4.)

Lost Shores, Forgotten Peoples: Spanish Explorations of the South East
Mayan Lowlands. Edited and translated by Lawrence H. Feldman. Latin
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America in Translation/En Traducci6n/Em Traduc;ao Series. (Durham,
N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. xxiv + 269 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $54.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2630-2,
$18.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-2624-8.)

Messages from Frank's Landing: A Story of Salmon, Treaties, and the Indian
Way. By Charles Wilkinson. (Seattle: University ofWashington Press, 2000. vii
+ 118 pp. 52 halftones, maps, bibliography. $22.50 cloth, ISBN 0-295-98011-7.)
Poetry and Violence: The Ballad Tradition ofMexico's Costa Chica. By John
H. McDowell. Music and American Life Series and the Folklore and Society Series. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000. xi + 251 pp. Compact
disc, halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-25202 588-1.)
Reyita: The Life ofa Black Cuban Woman in the Twentieth Century. By Marfa
de los Reyes Castillo Bueno, as told to her daughter Daisy Rubiera Castillo,
introduction by Elizabeth Dare, translated by Anne McLean. (1996; reprint
in English from original Spanish edition, Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2001. 182 pp. Halftones, notes. $45.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2579-9, $16,95
paper, ISBN 0-8223-2593-4.)

Sahagun and the Transition to Modemity. By Walden Browne. Oklahoma
Project for Discourse and Theory Series. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 2000. xii + 260 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 0-

8061-3 233-7.)

Sandinista: Carlos Fonseca and the Nicaraguan Revolution. By Mathilde
Zimmerman. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. x + 277 pp.
Halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $54.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2595-0,
$18,95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-2581-0.)
State and Society in Spanish America during the Age ofRevolution. Edited by
Victor M. Uribe-Uran. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 2001. xxi +
261 pp. Tables, notes, bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8420-2873-0,
$21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8420-2874-9.)
Through a Night ofHorrors: Voices from the 1900 Galveston Storm. Edited by
Casey Edward Greene and Shelly Henley Kelly. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 2000. xi + 206 pp. 60 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-89096-961-2.)
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Tropicalizations: Transcultural Representations of Latinidad. Edited by
Frances R. Aparicio and Susanna Chavez-Silverman. Reencounters with
Colonialism: New Perspectives on the Americas Series. ($Ianover, N.H.:
University Press of New England, 1997. vi + 230 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliographies. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-87541-816-4, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-87451-817-2.)

Women and the Unstable State in Nineteenth-Century America. Edited by
Alison M. Parker and Stephanie Cole, introduction by Sarah Barringer
Gordon. Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures Series, no. 33. (College
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2000. x + 161 pp. Notes, bibliography.
$24-95 cloth, ISBN oc89096-930-2.)
Worldviews and the American West: The Life of the Place Itself Edited by Polly
Stewart, Steve Siporin, C. W. Sullivan III, and Suzi Jones. (Logan: Utah
State University Press, 2000. vii + 257 pp. Halftones, illustrations, map, notes,
bibliography. $19.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87421-4°7-9.)

News Notes

People

This past April, the Historical Society of New Mexico conducted its 2001 conference in Roswell, New Mexico, where the following people were elected to
serve as officers for the organization: Margaret Espinosa McDonald, president;
Jose Esquivel, first vice president; Rick Hendricks, second vice president; John
Porter Bloom, secretary; Oswald Baca, treasurer. The Review congratulates
these HSNM leaders. Board members for the society include: John O. Baxter,
John P. Conron, Charles Bennett, Robert Hart, Austin Hoover, James E. Ivey,
Carleen Lassell, Richard Melzer, Anessa Reeve, and Andres Segura.
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

In recognition ofMartin Ridge's long service to both the Western History Association and the Huntington Library, the vVHA and Huntington have established the Martin Ridge Fellowship for Study in Western History. Applicants
for this $2,000, one-month fellowship to the Huntington Library should send
a 2-3 page description of their project, specifying the materials they plan to
consult at the library and indicating progress to date on the project, as well as
a brief curriculum vitae, to each member of the award committee. Recipients
of the fellowship are expected to be in continuous residence at the Huntington for one month. Ph.D. or equivalent or a doctoral student at the dissertation
stage are eligible to apply. The award, announced at the annual WHA conference in October, will be for the following calendar year. The application deadline is 1 August 2001. The following three historians comprise the fellowship
committee: Malcolm Rohrbough, Chair, Department ofHistory, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, lA, 522.42; Susan L. Johnson, Department ofHistory, Campus
Box 234, University of Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, CO, 8°3°9-0234; and
Glenda Riley, 10160 W. Bethel Avenue, Gaston, IN, 47342.
The William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, located at Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, offers DeGolyer Library grants to appli-
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cants who live outside the greater Dallas-Fort Worth area in order to encourage a broader and more intensive use of the special collections at DeGolyer
Library. The library contains archival materials relevant to the trans-Mississippi
West, the Spanish Borderlands, and the history of transportation. The Clements-DeGolyer Library Grant provides an opportunity to conduct scholarly
research in the DeGolyer Library on any aspect of the Southwestern experience. The $4°° per week grant is awarded for periods of one to four weeks to
help defray costs of travel, lodging, and research materials. Applicants should
provide a project outline, correlating its pertinence to the DeGolyer Library
Collection; the requested length of research time; a curriculum vitae; and two
letters of reference from persons who can assess the significance of the project
and the scholarship record of the applicant. Grant recipients are expected to
consult with DeGolyer Library staffabout available resources in their specialty
area and to recommend the acquisition of additional research materials that
will deepen the library's collection. Recipients might also be asked to deliver
an informal lecture or seminar talk on their research topics. Deadlines for
applications are 14 September 2001 (awards announced 1 October) and 15
March (awards announced 1April). Send applications to David Weber, Director, Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Dallas Hall, Room 356, 3225 University Avenue, P.O. Box 750176, Dallas, TX, 75275-0176. Associate Director
Andrea Boardman will answer questions at swcenter@mail.smu.edu or (214)
768-1233. The center web site is www2.smu.edu/swcenter.
The Western History Association is accepting applications and nominations
for a number of awards, scholarships, and prizes that will be awarded at the
organization's annual conference in October. For a complete listing of descriptions, eligibility requirements, and deadlines, visit the WHA web site at
www. unm.edu/~wha/conf2001.

Archives. Exhibits. and Historic [Web] Sites
The National Hispanic Cultural Center (NHCC) and the Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and Education celebrated the opening of Santos:
Substance and Soullsustancia y alma at the NHCC on 22 June 2001. The
Santos exhibition will be shown through Sunday, 4 November. The NHCC
is located at 1701 Fourth Street SW, Albuquerque, NM, 87102, (505) 246-2261,
www.nhcnm.org.
The Amon Carter Museum in Fort Worth, Texas, will reopen this fall after completing a two-year, $39 million expansion. For information about the museum
or the reopening, visit the museum's web site, www.cartermuseum.org.
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The Library of Congress has added three new collections to the American
Memory web site (www.loc.gov): "Edward Curtis's Photographs," "The Irving Fine Collection," and "The Emergence ofAdvertising in America, 18z019zo." The on-line archive presents allz,zz6 published images from Curtis's
The North American Indian: Photographic Images, the twenty-volume set
published between 1907 and 1930. More than fifty items from the Irving Fine
Collection represent the career of Irving Fine (1914-196z), composer, conductor, writer, and academic; the Fine Collection contains more than 4,350
items. Cookbooks, print advertisements, trade cards, photographs of billboards, and product leaflets comprise just a portion of the impressive nine
thousand images relating to the early history of advertising in the United
States. American Memory is a project of the National Digital Library Program of the Library of Congress.
The Western Historical Quarterly Spring ZOOl issue is now available on-line
at the History Cooperative web site, www.historycooperative.org. The WHQ
will be ungated and available to everyone for one year, after which members
of the Western History Association will have full access and nonmembers can
retrieve material on a pay-per-use basis.

The Journal ofVisual Culture will debut as a web site for "astute, informative,
and dynamic thought on the visual" in Aprilzooz. JVC will publish work
from a range of methodological positions, on various historical moments,
and across diverse geographical locations. The editors invite submissions of
both articles (5,000-7,000 words) and reviews (800-1,ZOO words). At least two
referees will anonymously evaluate manuscripts. For more information, contact Jane Makoff, Sage Publications, 6 Bonhill Street, London, ECzA 4PU,
UK, phone 44-(0)ZO-7374-0645, e-mail jane.makoff@sagepub.co.uk. The
publication web site is www.sagepub.co.uk/journals/details/j0376.html.
To receive notices of events and issues relevant to New Mexico via e-mail,
consider subscribing to the H-New Mexico network, where academic and
nonprofessional historians, writers, artists, teachers, and state enthusiasts exchange information, proposals, and inquiries on-line. To subscribe, send the
following command to listserv@h-net.msu.edu: sub H-NEWMEXICO your
name, institution (example: sub H-NEWMEXICO Jane Smith, University
of New Mexico).
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Calendar of Events
14-21

July: Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of Route 66 Celebration, Albuquerque.

For a schedule of events or information on other celebration sites, contact the
New Mexico Route 66 Association at (505) 224-2802 or www.rt66nm.org.
28-29

July: Fort Union Trading Post Powwow commemorating the signing of

the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty. For a schedule of events and other information,
write to Friends of Fort Union/Fort Buford, 15550 Highway 18°4, Williston,
ND,58801.

July-August: The Office of Cultural Affairs, New Mexico Historic Preservation Division, will conduct meetings throughout the state to discuss revising
the state's historic preservation plan. For details and a list of meeting times
and locations, contact the HPD by phone at (505) 476-9788 or bye-mail at
dmoore@oca.state.nm.us.
9-12 August: Conference of the American Historical Association, Pacific
Coast Branch, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Lon Kurashige is the
contact person at the Department of History, University of Southern Califor-

nia, Los Angeles, CA, 9°089-0°34, (213) 74°-1657 phone, (213) 740-6999 fax.

31 August: Deadline for paper and panel proposals for the 2002 Western
History Association conference. The conference theme is "Western Roots
and Migrations." Submit proposals for roundtable discussions, entire sessions, and individual papers in the form of a one-page abstract, and include
a one-page curriculum vitae, address, phone number, and e-mail for each
participant. Address submissions to Prof. Katherine G. Morrissey, 2002 WHA
Program Committee, Department of History, University of Arizona, 215
Social Science Bldg., Tucson, AZ, 85721, (520) 626-8429, fax (520) 621-2422,
e-mail kmorriss@u.arizona.edu.

September: Deadline for manuscript submissions to Western American
Literature's special issue, Western American Memoir and Autobiography. The

1

journal invites contributions that connect autobiographical practices and
western place. Send two double-spaced copies of your 20-30 page manuscript (MLA style) to one of the special issue editors: Kathleen Boardman,
Department of English, °98, University of Nevada at Reno, Reno, NV,
89557-0°31, kap@unr.edu; or Gioia Woods, Humanities, Arts, and Religion,
Box 6°31, Flagstaff, AZ, 86011, Gioia.Woods@nau.edu. Please do not e-mail
manuscripts.
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14-15 September: Rocky Mountain Interdisciplinary History Conference, Boulder, Colorado. Graduate students of the Department of History, University of
Colorado at Boulder, have designed this academic conference specifically for
graduate shldents in all disciplines to provide a congenial atmosphere for students
to present work, network with colleagues, gain experience in pubic speaking, and
attend workshops specifically tailored to graduate student interests. First-time
presenters are especially encouraged to participate. For submission guidelines
and conference schedules, visitwww.colorado.edu/ConferencesfRMIHC, send
an e-mail to RMIHC@ucsub.colorado.edu, or call (303) 492-5845.
28-30 September: Buffalo Bill Historical Center's Plains Indian Seminar,
"Circles of Knowledge: Plains Indian Education," Cody, Wyoming. Lillian
Turner, Public Programs Coordinator for the Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, is the contact person at 720 Sheridan Avenue, Cody, WY, 82414,
programs@bbhc.org, (307) 578-4028.

October: Proposals due for presentations at the New Mexico-Arizona Joint
History Convention, Las Cruces, New Mexico, 11-13 April 2002. Submissions

1

• are welcome on any aspect of New Mexico or Arizona history and should be
sent to Bruce J. Dinges, c/o Arizona Historical Society, 949 East Second
Street, Tucson, J\Z, 85719. Upon acceptance, papers will be considered for
the Barry M. Goldwater Award ($500) for the best convention paper on Arizona history; the Collegiate Award ($500) for the best paper on an Arizona
topic by a college or junior college student; and the Don Bufkin Prize ($200)
for the best paper on territorial Arizona (papers on geography, broadly defined, or cartography are particularly sought). For more information, contact
Bruce Dinges at the above address or by phone (520) 628-5774, or visit the
Arizona Historical Society web site, www.arizonahistory.org.

4-7 October: Forty-First Annual Western History Association Conference,
San Diego, California. The conference theme is "The American West as
Living Space." The conference web site is www.unm.edu/~wha/confzool.

15 October: Presentation submissions due for the forty-fifth annual Missouri
Valley History conference, Omaha, Nebraska, 7-9 March 2002. The program
committee invites papers or sessions in all areas of history, including public
history. Send one-page abstracts and vitae to Prof. Sharon E. Wood, Missouri
Valley History Conference, Department of History, University of Nebraska
at Omaha, Omaha, NE, 68182. Submitters wishing to have their proposals
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acknowledged should include a stamped, self-addressed postcard. The conference will award a prize of $250 to the best paper presented by a graduate
student.
October: Fifth Congress of the Americas, Puebla, Mexico. Simultaneous translations via earpieces will be available at plenary sessions. Visit the

18-21

conference web site at www.udlap.mx/congress for additional information.

2-4 November: Mid-Atlantic Popular Culture Annual Conference, Silver
Spring, Maryland. "Environment and Culture" constitutes the thematic
focus. Address inquiries to James J. Donahue, University of Connecticut,
Department of English, Unit 1025, Storrs, CT, 06269.
5-9 November: Sixth Biennial Conference of Research on the Colorado
Plateau, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, Arizona. This conference

will provide a forum for research results and land-management issues related
to the biological, paleontological, geological, cultural, physical, and social
sciences on the Colorado Plateau. Investigators who have conducted research relevant to the Colorado Plateau are invited to submit abstracts for
paper or poster presentations. Submissions must be received by 12 August to •
receive priority consideration and reduced registration fees. Conference details are posted at www.usgs.nau.edu/6th_bienniaLconf/ or can be obtained
from Mark K. Sogge, USGS Forest and Rangeland Ecosystem Science Center, Colorado Plateau Field Station, P.O. Box 5614, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ, 86011, (520) 556-7311 ext. 232.
November: Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage Conference, Houston, Texas. For a schedule of events, contact Alejandra Balestra,

15-16

Coordinator, Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage, E. Cullen Performance Hall, University of Houston, 4800 Calhoun, Room 254, Houston,
TX, 77204-2172, (713) 743-3128, artrec@jetson.uh.edu.
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